Здравствуйте. Hello.

This is an important message for RT crew, and consequently to Mr. Putin...

If you do not have time or will to read it all, can you please at least look at first attachment picture and forward it to that one, who published this article: https://www.rt.com/news/438363-tarot-reader-scam-italy/ "Unfortunate - undeclared earnings..."
(Thank you)

My former struggle to distribute my tarot message through Alt-Media did not work, and you, RT, were the only ones who replied at least somehow...
(And thank you very much for that...)
But then this christmas I learned, that the problem is little different...

(While writing this email, I apologize that it is longer than I expected. This email while writing it became an english-language ABSTRACT of the work) (Attached PDF version has underlined words for better orientation and skip) (For first insight, more important stuff is marked by ** double asterisk) (There is Index at the end, the word Index is clickable for navigation...)

(As a foreword, I just offer candid Informed Opinions, I am not in a position to Command anyone, and I do not have Responsibility, and I was not Elected by the People to Protect them...
I do not want to cause any much Chaos or War, so please first read it, then decide and agree with the other side, what to do with it...)

And so I do declare "earnings" (introduction first, then asking your action)

I am somehow sorry, that I understood this your article only gradually, first waiting for mr. Trump to lead the Judgement over 911 perpetrators and more recent traitors there...
My country rejected Marakesh, so I felt like there is enough time...
But there is a stalemate now in their "4D-chess" of US politics, corrupted and conflict-of-interests-marred Mueller sitting in front of Congress and slowly shooting down Trump's people, and no one even spoke about his conflict of interest (not investigating Uranium One before...)
(I didn't understand first, that the article title pertains to me too, I only analysed picture and thought the text is just for normal readers)

I have written a second book now and during it I started to understand more.

** First:
(better to open it in PDF viewer, it's large... I use pdf-xchange-viewer but Adobe Acrobat works too... it does not work in older Firefox...)
(the scientific part is original in English to download from http://pialpha.cz/ in right column...)

** Second:
(there will be HTML version also) (I'm not a member of Pirate party)

Both my books are in Czech language, and I ask you please get some czech-speaking man of your choice to read it for you...
(beside else, Czech is a language of "mystic", artificially modernized quite recently, but already proofed on a nation and two centuries since last upgrade, original version is still conserved in Slovakia, and ancienly they carried it to Russia with Orthodoxy of Cyril and Methodius - I've heard many Russian words come from Czech language by this influence...? While I can write in English, I need to consult dictionary often and sometimes there-and-back to judge quality of the word, and Czech language is full of double-meaning words, that cannot be translated by a single sentence to English...)
(To write in Russian or any non-latin letters, I need to double-click each letter in charmap, which is very slow and I'm not sure about spelling.)

(It's not necessary to read it whole at once, there are bold and underlined important notes, it's sufficient for first look to read few words per page.)

I am not vainly boasting here, it is necessary to say it, so that my work is accepted or understood in a proper context...

( 2019-01-09 .. 2019-02-02 22:03 CEST )
My nick-name or pseudonym is P.A.Semi - the "P" is for "Petr" and my parents gave it to me, "Semi" means "Half" and my friends (schoolmates) have given it to me, it is an abbreviation of my surname (but first it meant a "seed") (my citizen surname sounds like "I'm glad", but it is a surname from a fairy-tale serie of a side-character of a "clock-maker"), and "A" I received from Spirit, when I was young at 20s, while smoking hemp, it is a long sentence of 5 words in "elfish" language that I invented (as playing and preparing for a Gandalf, until this day I sometimes write my remarks in elfish runes of Tolkien adapted to Czech language), with no special meaning, shortened to a 5-letter name (which has a meaning), shortened to "A", and to my great surprise learning 20 years later, that the long sentence has a perfect meaning in hebrew language, and I never told it to anyone and do not intend to...

I started to use this form in 2009 when publishing work on planet orbital resonances and then other astronomical works... (because orbital resonances are a proof of intelligent design of solar system, stabilize orbit of Earth and I believe they influence solar-cycle rhythm, not conclusive though...)

Written in greek and mathematic symbol πα½ it has multiple meanings, but it also refers to Rev 19:11, and only very recently I discovered, that more chapters 19 refer to me too, I liked other numbers instead...

My web-site for this work is now pialpha.cz -- meaning π pi α alpha

[(My personal web-site on family server is probably not to be published, the page is not any attractive, I could not write about myself vain things, if cannot write the more important, (and I absolutely won't use Facebook), and my art is in gallery.smilingtree.cz ... and after all, it is not much difficult to google these pages, so no reason to hide it)]

(And I am a former Shaman, smoking hemp (cannabis) while practicing concentration and working by brain, rythmical music (usually without words) and long walking, but not smoking it any much now, last time this summer very controlled on some Sundays with a prayer, regular smoking hemp stopped at year 2012, just few times in 2014, half year in 2017 (summer solstice to christmas) and 21 times in 2018 (planned 22), not drinking any alcohol since 2014 with exception of 2dcl of wine last year, and with exception of church dual communion of micro-amount of "wine" on immersed "bread" cookie... (and it did change my brain to a higher throughput but damaged memory, not sure if it also does not relate that my father was nuclearly radiated while studying nuclear physics before my conception? probably not...) now actually a cyber-shaman collecting information, data, pictures, analyzing leaks, solar physics data from NASA and climatology from NOAA&Eumetsat, writing tools, originally in PAScal language, now I have my own EvalScript. Among else, I have read half of Cable-gate by that time, in dictionary "distinct word", while making index for "CableGate portable" in single CHM file, and my summary of half of Cable-gate from A to I is: "Most often error is probably in the word Ambassador"... (misspelling error) Now I add, that: "Most common words are Government and Other", as "select distinct word, count(cableid) as C order by C descending" is useful to learn, what is it mostly about... -- only partly a prank)

As a note, I am Slovan (slavic) ethnicity, probably 1/16 german origin, not a jew, but I learned hebrew to understand Bible and Kabbalah... (I understand czech and slovak 100%, then english and russian, french only little from gymnasium, german or polish only very little, can read hebrew with a dictionary, somehow greek without a grammar, very little latin... While admiring Marij El people, I downloaded their dictionary and learned some 50 words and grammar to understand some of their songs - just as a side-note...)

-------

My first book is named "Another Leaf" (or "Following Leaf"),
(cz: "Další List")
it is in PDF format public domain, and it consists of three parts:

**. translation of Bible OT from Genesis to Kings, Leviticus omitted (Leviticus is probably just a deception, not similar to other parts), and 2 Chronicles probably to be translated some time later... (but it is duplicated in 1 Kings)
(this translation is "study version" with all co-meanings of words, but for normal reading, contracted version with only few side-notes will be)
(I tried not to touch Evangelium or cast doubt upon it, due to reverence, and even if you will recognize, that there was no Adam, Moses or Jacob, and you will understand, why David calls Jesus his master, as is written, you still have Jesus Christ and instead I proved, that he really existed, or at least the Bethlehem Star did and it can be calculated...)

When you translate names too and not just transliterate them from Hebrew original, you will start to understand, what does it mean, that many parts are not a history but archetypes and a prophecy or program to fulfill, that Jesus (translated Josue) in old testament really means Jesus, which means Saviour in hebrew, while Christ is greek of Mesiah in hebrew... That many fights in Numeri are only symbolical and not bloody, you will understand, which qualities (not nations) cannot stay in Kingdom of God... (and then you will understand, why the hands blessing the "Bethlehem Ones" and the "Causings to Deprive" (cz: Zbavitel) were crossed and the younger Bethlehem One (named Efraim in OT meaning "fruitful", but you know, which one is of Bethlehem -- J.C.) came sooner than the older one Menasheh, means "causing to forget, deprive")

I already know, that some parts should be translated better, but the idea is right.

And that some parts will be striken-out and nullified, namely end of 2Kings, (I hope that is just a warning for jews, that they should better agree with that compromise...? And no, the book of Kings is not a history yet!) but other scriptures I declared nullified and void too, for ex. Talmud...

This part is divided into three sections, one is foreword about genesis, one is detailed explanation of names in Genesis and Numeri, and then follows the translations...

- second is scientific part, and it consists also of three parts:
  (I am a long-time solar and planet-dynamics physicist amateur)

**- refutation of Big Bang, restoration of Einstein's universe
  shape of Cosmos as a 4D hyper-sphere with a 3D surface, and a proof of existence of God... (Einstein called adding expansion to his equations "Biggest Blunder"!)
  The theory was solved by David Crawford from Australia cca 2011 in Curvature Cosmology arxiv.org 1009.0953, only the explanation of stability of that solution was not correct, which I received while waking from dream, (after month-long disputation about BigBang and WMAP, starting around the time of Maidan) and that solution was a word "Connectedness" (cz: Spojitost -- which also means "association"), the Einstein solution is stable, because the Universe is too large for any inconsistencies to influence whole shape and cause a collapse. And so, the universe always had to be very large and never could be contained in a small shape. Also: having all matter of universe, stars and galaxies contained in sub-planck dimension and expanding faster than speed of light is an unphysical nonsense...

And how could this start?
At first, it was "dark (cold) and without form, void", filled with homogenous hydrogen (that state is called "thermal death" incorrectly), then probably by some acoustic wave (or any action from outside of that hypersphere) were created density irregularities as condensation nuclei to collapse gravitationally into future stars and galaxies...

Also, beside that hyper-sphere surface in 4D there is one space outside into the Light, and one inside into the Darkness (probably?)...

If there is everywhere some matter (even 1.5 protons per cubic meter in intra-galactic space, which contains about quarter or half of mass of universe, the space is very large), and all matter causes space curvature of same sign, then it connects on the other side into a hyper-sphere surface...

(WMAP claims they've measured universe as flat, but it is a deception and lie: they claim to measure two angles of triangle at MW-background) (If you calculate mass and size of Universe from average density of intra-galactic matter, which can be estimated from Hubble redshift due to space curvature, it is actually a black-hole (contained inside Schwarzschild radius), since the larger is a black-hole, the less dense it is, and a black-hole of the weight of whole universe would be as sparse as intra-galactic space in universe... And around the black-hole, there is a sphere of eternal light (as I've read from Wikipedia), where the light circulates as planets around stars, and inside the light, the time does not proceed (is contracted?), so there is infinitely "present"... Rev4 describes it as a Rainbow over the Throne, probably...)

( 2019-01-09 .. 2019-02-02 22:03 CEST )
Then when contemplating this - it is precisely what Gn1 reads, just "water" means "hydrogen" in universe, and the Spirit was not hovering "above" waters but "beside" waters - in the outer space...

But in old times of antiquity, they could not invent this from their own heads, someone had to tell them...!

Mt21:42 The stone (Ein Stein means "one stone"), which the architects (scientists) rejected, the same became the head of the arch (corner) -- this is precisely, what connects the Science and Religion sides of the arch (vault, cz: klenba) (cornerstone is the one in the tip-point of a gothic vault...)

**-- explanation of Gravity acceleration (possibly incorrect?) as a negative centrifugal force due to movement in Time with an imaginary speed i*c (understand Minkowski metric +++ that -c^2 t^2 is negative, because i^2 = -1, and precisely that makes the centrifugal force negative, and filling constants in equation of centrifugal force and space-time curvature yields the Newton's equation of gravity, and if there are any irregularities from Newton's equations, they are irregularities in space-time curvature...)

(So while scientists rejected Newton's solution "action at distance" as mystical, then they instead replaced it with even more mystical "talking space" - "matter tells space, how to curve, space tells matter, how to move"... and no, the matter does not move on Geodesics of space curvature, those which are observed on solar eclipse... But yes, the matter causes space-time curvature...)

(this solution I knew from my childhood, sometime arround the time of Chernobyl, while reading G.Gamow book (printed 1986) with popular explanation of theory of relativity, then in night I imagined space as large balloon with swellings out arround matter and small balls rolling into the holes (potholes) arround larger balls of matter, I just wondered, how does the Universe rotate to create the centrifugal force for that, and now I know, that the cause is movement in Time instead, and while the curvature is OUTward from matter, the centrifugal force is negative instead, due to imaginary speed...)

(I am not very sure about this solution, I have no access to VLBI data, the precision of contemporary photographs of Solar eclipse are not sufficiently precise to measure that, I would need a calibration photo of any stars with a same camera set (at least 3 photos of stars) in approximately same temperature to calibrate the pixel-shift due to camera optics, and yes, I can measure star-shifts on eclipse photo with a deci-pixel (0.1 pixel) precision...

(as a solar radius have been measured by some scientists on SOHO pictures with a mili-pixel precision on transits, and I measure solar surface flows on SDO magnetograms with a centi-pixel precision, then a deci-pixel on good high-quality jpeg is not too much - one takes weighted average of neighbour pixel levels to estimate the mid-point... the method is noisy, but multiple pictures can be averaged to get rid of the noise, and as a proof-of-concept I've done this once...)

I have thus calibrated one camera of Prof. Druckmuller, but one eclipse picture is not enough to average out the noise of Eclipse measurement) By radius of curvature of space, it can evaluate the curvature of time too... (My conjecture...)

**-- explanation of Star of Bethlehem, as a position of planets into David Star shape of hexagram, showing how it accompanies jews in history (most precise at time of expelling them to Babylon, also in David & Solomon times when building the Temple, etc...), and that the largest such shape was arround winter solstice of 3BC (year -2, JD 172083.71), with that shape as seen from Sun preceding it by 7-9 months, with the only occurence in history in September 3BC, when no planet was outside that "star" position...

The planets not present in the hexagram star show quality of that occasion, and then it was "magical king and God" (Mercury, Jupiter and Sun standing out from that "star" shape) This is, why the μαγοι kings came to ask Herodes, where is the new magical King-God from Bethlehem...

If it was anything visible on sky, it would not lead to a precise house, and if it did, they would not have to come to ask Herodes...
But most interesting on this story is, THAT they knew it, or rather that writer of Evangelium knew it, because in Antiquity times they could not observe or calculate that, since it requires also Neptune and Pluto planets, demonstrably not possible to be seen in Antiquity... So again, this is a scientific proof of existence of Angels or some extra-terrestrial supra-human entity...

(My mathematic equations in this part are only partly a prank, they show the programmer schema to search for that in ephemerides, but instead they show the unity of religions under 1 God...)

- third part is my philosophical texts and political texts...
When I discovered the Einstein's universe solution and proof of God, I decided, that I will use the "Publicity" to tell beside that, what needs to be told, and that they will not receive it "gratis"...

(It de-facto also consists of three sections: leading texts from Forum and some explanations, the "Next few sentences" (cz: Dalších Několik vet) section with contraction-abbreviations sentences, also a play with meaning "Few Sentences" was a famous political text in 1968-89 socialism era, terminated with a graphical supplement of these as hand-written texts, (writing-tweeting an idea onto A7 small paper teaches one to be brief), and next section describing Armageddon in Ukraine and Syria...) Some parts are written in Platonic Universalies, the variables to fill a particular meaning, I misuse capital letters for them, but not always, I often use capital letters just to accentuate something.

There is explanation of some chapters in Revelation book, 7 churches, 12 precious stones of New Jerusalem, 12 (actually 14) tribes in Rev7, and that Rev13 is very precisely about European Union, also Gn11 is very probably about this Babel - Confusion... (see my Book pg. 416-417)

Just on the day of Big Quadrature (position of planets into Cross shape, probably first such after 800 years since time of St. Francis, now in April 2014), I received an Idea to translate Biblical names...
(and I can prove it from a photograph of my remark, (when I walk and write a remark onto a paper, I take a photograph of it, the paper is a recyclable waste, or gets crumpled in a pocket), but it is written in elfish runes...)

I self-learned hebrew long time ago in 1995-6 ((just when mobile phones came, I remember where I've seen the first billboard ad for them, the same year where I lived when I learned hebrew - and they also became those locusts with human face, or I somehow conjecture that, while I also have a retro-mobile phone to communicate with people, but not to play with it}) in order to decode some secret code in Bible, but then I abandoned that struggle, thinking the Bible is encoded in Parables and Images instead...

(I have studied Alchemy, Kabbalah, Magic, Theurgy, Resicrucian Theosophy, Anthroposophy and Christianity (now I'm an ecumenical catholic, heretic) -- in that order...
I have also studied Theory of Relativity, Chemistry, Nuclear physics (during high-school gymnasium, from my father's university textbooks, with his explanation if needed), Mathematics, Programming, Solar and Electro-physics recently)

> "and as soon as I had eaten it, my belly was bitter." - it all contained some blunders and errors... I've abandoned it and continued working...

I work as a computer programmer, a modern clock-maker (and I have a surname, that occurs in one our animated fairy-tale serie "Rumcajs" as a side-character of a clock-maker artisan, and by some coincidence I now live just above the town of that fairy-tale in mountains), and I am a Servant of Medical Doctors...

(working as medical software programmer and sometimes supporting hotline, our company serves probably arround one third of small-size (ambulatory) doctors in our small republic...)

From "Davar 3" program I extracted data (biblical texts, dictionaries) and written my own biblical and translation program as a database web-server application... (Firebird database and Firefox as an editor, server my own, so there is timestamped webservice log of each verse commit and each search in dictionary, and the OpenOffice document I store each day another file...)

My translation into Czech language goes from Hebrew-English dictionaries, (mainly Hebrew Strong's IPD (internet public domain), also Brown-Driver-Briggs dictionary, partly from Hebrew-Czech dictionary Falco), but as hebrew is a very logical language, true meanings of words can be deduced from related words or roots, even if the dictionary contains errors coming from a later tradition, and some names may be unfolded in multiple ways to their components...

(Also note - hebrew has actually 23 letters, 22 normal and a reverse nun exceptional one used for very special occurences (Nu10,Ps107), and three-letter roots,
just as there are 23 aminoacids, one of them very exceptional, and encoded in three-letter DNA genome, and just as there are 23 human chromosomes, one of which is Y in males...
A nice coincidence or similarity, isn't it?)

So the names in Bible do have meaning, the passages that looked like film-titles are actually perfectly readable sentences, some of the names actually are verbs and not nouns, somewhere there are differently placed spaces between words, and I rejected on multiple places the masoretic dots of vocals arround letters, since these have been added only arround year 1000 AD...
(And for example, in Exodus (Ex 1:13) there is, that Egypt served jews, not the other way, as was modified by a rabbinc dot below the letter...) (And knowing names of characters, some of the stories get different meaning, also it was formerly translated in context of antiquity shepherds, but "cattle" actually means "possession, acquired", while the word "sheep" is meant as in Evangelium (the good people), but actually it means "outgoers" from the word "going out", but I didn't find a nice word in czech language for that, and there is a difference cz:"ovečky" and "ovce" (if applied to human, the first is "church goers, good people" in good sense, while the other means "witless, manipulated" in bad sense...).

"Esau" means "they worked", it is working people, and we are "Edom" meaning "being humane" (like Adam), while "Jacob" means "Insidious, Supplanter", and he is smooth Oligarch in tents, as is sufficiently proven by explanation in text (Gn 25:27)... They are archetypes of working people and oligarchs, and their blessings should be understood thus, it is not a history...
We are still waiting for our Esau blessing (Gn 27:39-40) to fulfil...

At the time of translating Gn10, a sudden thunderstorm came at night from nowhere, (a single thunderstorm in whole republic out of plain nearby), so I interrupted writing to avoid electric loss, and continued next day... Next day came a belt of thunderstorms from mountains over whole republic, but two branches of that thunderstorm circled and collided over our region and there was a most strong thunderstorm in republic here, quite heavy rain. So I omitted that chapter completelly... (Rev 10:4) (Which I can proof as I collect meteorological data, but only to someone, who comes here personally, since the proof is a red dot on rain-map and lightning map over my location, which I do not intend to publish, and print-screens or files what I have been doing - as I collect print-screens...)

** One of the most important passages in Bible OT reads actually:

--- --- ---
And Spirit (Breath) was a shepherd of sheep (outgoers), and Possession was serving the soil (humanity?). And it was from the end of days and Possession brought a gift from produce of the ground for God, and Spirit also brought (caused to enter) from the firstborn of his sheep (outgoers) and of their choicest parts. And God looked upon Spirit and its gift. But upon Possession and its gift he didn't look. And Possession kindled and his cheeks fell. And God told to Possession: why did you kindle and why fell your cheeks? If you will cause Good to raise (elevate,dignity), and not cause Good to open sins of the lounging one and to you his desire and you will rule in him. And talked Possession to Spirit, his brother, and it was in their being on the field and raised Possession to Spirit, his brother, and killed him. And God told to Possession: Where is Spirit, your brother? And he told: I didn't know I am the guardian of my brother...
--- --- ---
(Do you know this story? Isn't the true meaning clearly visible here? It is not a history, it is an archetype... And unlike in commentary in a printed bible, it is not omitted, what it told, and it killed Spirit by raising to it, by replacing spirituality with possession...) (I consider this passage an "abbreviation of religion" - cz:"Zkratka ...")

When I was in doubt about program (electronic Bible) reading (since double ketiv-qere on a single line is not properly marked), I consulted printed hebrew bible (I have one), or Leningrad Codex as downloaded from Wikipedia (it's actually from Aleppo) - on some places they swapped similar letters, as is evidenced also when comparing Gn36 with 1 Chronicles - same names reading differently as similarly written in hebrew... and for example in hand-written text there is almost no difference between נ and נ letters, or ג and ג ...
As a side-note: Zion means Beast, that Beast, a desert crier... or "parched" (to parch?), but not a "monument"...

And "Jehovah" means "Beingness", the "quality of being" (cz: Jsoucnost), that is why he tells Moses to tell them the name "I am that I am"... XXX

... I have not studied philosophy much, so it is quite amateur level...

In the philosophical part of my book, I defend Russia and Syria in this Armageddon (Aram Giddeon - which literally means "destruction of Syria", or "hewer of Syria" or "invasion of Syria", since Syria is "Aram", possibly also means Evromagdan in Ukraine? as "g" was medieval "j"...??) (I was first more concerned with nearby Ukraine than far Syria, and with heavy mas-media Lying here about Maidan and Krymea etc...) (it already was a World War 3, whole world battled there: both wings of Muslims, suffering Christians, Russia defending Syria, Americans on both sides (there Pentagon does not know, what CIA does), Israel beating Syria, Chinese Uygurs and Europeans (France, Britain) on side of jihadists, etc), (Thanks God you were so careful not to blow it up into fullscale world war!)

and I denounce Luciferian (masonic) symbolism of Washington DC (page 632) (down-pointing pentagram at WH, down-turned cross of Mall with Capitol "head" eastward up, with hexagram star above that Caput head, with pyramid shape of streets, big phallus (actually lightning conductor) in center of that diamond shape square city stabbed in middle of "eggs" shape of pavements, that city being built among Virgin-ia and Mary land, but rejected the Virgin part and returned it for a slave-trade... Quite evil and indecent symbolism...)

down is attached Protocols of Zion on a picture on page 612, there is Tarot decoded as I understood it then on page 566, (while I reconsidered something about it later)
down is Cultural Marxism (depravity spoiling civilization) on page 540...
Some may call it anti-semitic, but the reality itself is anti-semitic... (And as a mere prank, I am "Semi" and what shall it mean "anti-semi-tic"?) (While ashkenazi khazarians are not "semites", but related to southern slovans or western ottomans from Ukraine and Georgia, as evidenced by genetic maps and PCA...)

And while many important things I received as a gift from angels or work of thousands of people before, it also required a diligent work on my side... There are no free gifts... (Telling this as an example for other people, apologizing that I did it - it was a gift from Angels, not my merit, but also instructing people to work and struggle diligently...)

During **

So while waiting for Mr. Trump making or forcing a judgement, for which many americans are waiting (911, HC), I became alerted by Irlmaier prophecies starting to be fulfilled (or it seems so...), by Yellow Vests protests (beside mentioned in Irlmaier, it can be a trap to cut-off french revolutionary forces, when the People are satisfied and step aside, but revolutionary rioters continue, now without the support of The People behind them...?)
(I have a parable of angry insolent audacious Rabbit sputtering onto an evil Tiger, because a Big Elephant is standing behind him...
Now if the Big Elephant turns and goes away, the angry rabbit must recognize it sooner than too late!
Now I am an audacious gray rabbit too, sputtering onto American jews, but I pretend the Big White Elephant is staying behind me, either on earthly level Mr. Putin and Russia, or on heavenly level the God... I just wish that it is true and the Big Elephant does not decide to turn away and go elsewhere...),

and by "NIAC Catastrophic Power Outage Study_508 FINAL" from december 2018, which is clearly a preparation for a Great War (there are no natural continent-wide power-outages for half a year...
So I came to the **Forum of Pirate Party** (the most transparent party here, tolerant liberals, but squeaky-clean as lily morally), and started discussing and then writing, I didn't expect to write 240+ pages of text over a week intensively (round-the-clock with few hour-long of sleeps, with a week preparation and a few weeks of following narrating) (as a note, most intensive Dec 24-26, 7:22 hours of sleep total in 3 calendar dates (by screen-saver running time) and 11:35 hours idle (eating, standing), my relatives are living in Prague and I apologized to not come to Christmas this year, my uncle who normally does not attend (is a Jehovah witness), came instead this year, so he has been my substitute, and after all, there has been 16 people celebrating on 26th already by parents, instead I intended to celebrate with my brother and his family here on 24th. On the time of midnight mass I've been thinking on Christians singing (it's written in the text cz: "zrovna asi zpívají, já teď musel pracovat") and pitying this year I cannot attend... -- but it was an exception...)

So this became a **second book** of mine. It is not a sequential 1D text from beginning to end as normal books, but the central part is actually 4D-text, with sequential paragraph-long compound sentences, with a tree structure of explanations in parenthesis and explanations of explanations, sometimes getting to a quite different theme, with a time axis (only partially visible in final document), since some things I started to comprehend only during the writing, (so the text before Dec23-24 (when solving the 911 and FBI "castling" and sidestepping from proof-reading) I written quite lightly not considering responsibility) and with a "depth of meaning" dimension highly exorbitant, mixing seemingly-banal parts with deep-meaning parts... (Showing, that We the **People** are better than **Machines** and **Robots**, because other levels may be dismantled by robots (programmer scripts), but no robot and even few programmers can decide, which Cat in that book has deep meaning and which one is there just a side ornament... Because my 7 Cats have been used by Angels to speak to me in gestures, (like if the cats started to wrestle if I write something wrong or jump onto the table to obstruct, which they normally do only seldom, so I mentioned it just while writing - beware, my cats are wrestling over this idea... -- and no, I do not pretend to be infallible, there probably are blunders or wrong ideas) or it (the cats) was just a nice coincidence - decide what you like, because my cats do speak to me by gestures and they are teaching me to **be polite to inferior** even if I know the difference of our levels, they even think they command me, while I just don't see a reason why not to open a door, if the cat asks me to do it, and as a mage, the 7 cats are my **employees** and I tend them carefully as an employer should tend his employees, so some Cats in in that book are a parable) (The calm lying cats (on photography sketches) are my testimony, that I have been silent and calm, not crazy, and no one was here, (beside ordinary visits by brother and his wife, by one gipsy, and I received a mistletoe bunch as a gift as a "plant of druids" from friends) the cats would be scared and hiding otherwise if someone was here inside, print-screens with "netstat" are testimony, that no-one was connected here, and my banks are testimony, that I did not receive any money for that, (and the money I received recently is with a legal agreement, when I sold the grass-land to a friend for a fair price to have money for food and debts) so writing this voluntarily and for free, not a hired mercenary, as Media are often accusing here people of being alien (russian) mercenaries...)

(But that (depth of meaning) has also a reason - pointing out, that scientists rejected R.Steiner, because they did not recognize, which parts had deep meaning and which was a scientific banal ballast just to make scientists rejecting it... - but "by the fruit you recognize the tree" and **Anthroposophy** produces golden fruit of morally clean, colored-soul and opened people, and bio-dynamic agriculture leaves the Ground healthier, beside helping also Karma and Soul (Spirituality) of the farmer, while he has to pick the pest and weed by much more work than to kill it fast chemically...) (While I understand, that large-scale agronomy may need other means...)

(Beside else - some are whinning about dying oceans and coral reefs, but it is not because of temperature, it is because of Glyphosate! **Plankton** is a weed too, and **RoundUp** from fields does not decay soon enough before reaching salty water, where it does not decay at all.) [1] [2] [3]
One of main sentences in the book (and formerly too) are:

--- Do NOT trust (me or anyone), doubt wisely... ---

(But I will convince you with arguments...)

(And "doubt" is not "ignore", "doubt" means "ponder"...)

(cz: "Nevěřte mi, pochybujte správně... Ale přesvědčím vás argumenty...")

(cz: "Nevěřte mi, pohodte to...")

(And yes, I'm used to make job, and to correct faults, that is my job.)

This part starts with petty notes about electronic government, warning against chips inside body, warning about necessity of "plausible deniability" sometimes, rejecting complete rejection of coins and banknotes for daily spending (then government will switch-off disident into starving)

How will we give gifts to beggars or tips to a waitress? We have a right to be scamps (cz: "rošták") sometimes, if it does not hurt anyone, we are fallible humans and we are not robots...

And we deserve a privacy in small and harmless levels...

Warning against Bitcoin (not any privacy or freedom, it only seems so!

It's not private, it's transparently public and once you pay to someone, he then sees all your former and future transactions, and no freedom, the central party or server maintainers can deny your transactions at will...)

There is a concept of "Flowing Democracy" with anyone voting any time and possibly pulling off his vote and giving it to someone else (so the votes have to be evidenced, but it can be done with some level of privacy protection)...

Just as an idea, later I named it "Accelerated Populos"...

(To better understand, that it would boost populism beside rectifying politicians, and a note, that without "weight of vote" based on intelligence (count of study years * coefficient of discipline * coefficient of age decade) it would be dangerous... With the just weighting, it could be just (righteous) -- Do you want more Weight of Vote? Study more!)

But that would be real Representative Democracy, because the Deputy would have Trust (Confidence) of it's Elector, and that one, who does not have Trust (Confidence), would not be a Deputy (Representative)...

(Now there happens, that a government has 8% of confidence and still it governs and makes catastrophic measures and waiting for next elections can be too late...)

and that would be "rule of good elite", unlike currently mostly there is "rule of evil elite and lobbyists", with most promises going in vain, and it would be better than Direct Democracy, which is "rule of average mob"

(On a practical level, authenticating with a Chip in Citizen Card and voting either over web from home, or in checkpoint on bureau, there can even be unmanned computer station election automat on public bureau. Which the chip in citizen card we already have in our republic...) (Just an idea...)

We have a "citizen card" size of a common credit card, with name, photo, and now they started to put a chip inside, and it is a free and fair solution. The card is not used for banking, so it is not worth stealing it, and you can have multiple independent bank accounts...

You still have plausible deniability (someone could steal it), you can lend the card voluntarily to someone you trust...

Putting mandatory unremovable chip inside body is (drastical) tyranny.

If not requiring ID card with photo in elections and predetermined list of local voters (so that he cannot go voting multiple times or activists come voting from neighbour state or region), you MUST tip finger of all those who voted into color, as is done in illiterate countries, otherwise it is considered a vote fraud. It is not a racism to ask voters having ID card with photo, and if they are so inferior that they are unable to get it, then they are not able to decide democracy either... (this is a note to USA, very unfair elections, and most grave fault is "ballot harvesting", if they can come with fake ballots after the elections...)

**

There is strong refute of #metoo movement, and describing "rules of love" and rules of chastity... (chaste women say "no" and mean "possibly, but slower and nicer", to reject love she must reject it by a strong deed - slapping, bitting, crying, etc... No forward-consensual sex agreements!

People want natural and good love of both spirit and body, just feminists are spoiling it by anti-rape hysteria...)

(And while sometimes speaking such, that "who has ears listen", but those with "little ears" are just caressed by love and friendship, avoiding those ugly words starting "S" (in english also "F" like in 9:21),
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while speaking about "good love up to inside", those who already received that apple from their Eve or snake understand, but it needs to be understood, that it should be first "inside to soul"

(Beside else Gn3 is not a history, but it is a parable, every adult understands, and it is such cleanly said to be taught to 6yo children, and if not from book, then from a countour-only b&w animated film, then knowledge this can be educated to 12-14yo with schemes in profile biologically, not with real photos or videos.... and consider Gn1-2 is just a foreword, and Gn3 is a front-place story, while Gn4 is abbreviation of religion in general, not a real history)

(this https://www.fdb.cz/film/stvoreni-sveta-la-creation-du-monde/19860 even better while it was black&white, is not harmful for 6yo children and it was even played to children during conservative atheist socialism era)

**

I am a living proof of micro-chimeric DNA and Karma, as was recently discovered by Scientists, that sperm from previous mate (partner) stays in woman, enters her brain and enters children with following men. (They proved it genetically, on humans and on dogs, in brain, in children) They selected a perfect word "micro-chimeric" (μC), it will be a "Chiméra" (in slang meaning "Scare", historically a "mixed animal") for many women... (I was not sure what that "micro-chimeric DNA" means, but that front-page with an Abstract was not just written in Word/Office by a troll... Now reading https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microchimerism - not so recent, but I am a proof, that it is not only fetal-mother, but also male-female without any child in between, and possibly not only DNA, but Karma too...) infograph >>195487225 and https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/16084184/ that it really works without the child embryo in between...

As genetically I am child of an Engineer scientist and sci-fi writer father and Artist (painter) mother, conceived almost on wedding night - no adultery, (and born very exactly on edge of two astrology signs - spiritual+material) but I am cuckoo child (cz: KuKačKa - kukaččí vejce - cuckoo egg is when that bird places egg into other nest...) of my mother's former husband, who was a sailor ruffian, my mother divorced due to being beaten to bruises, and that sailor rascal died soon later in a boxing match... (We are land-locked country with no sea and sailors, but this one travelled to Poland to be hired on trans-oceanic ship and died in a boxing match.) And unlike my brothers and sisters (who are polite children of Engineer man and Artist woman), I have micro-chimeric Genes and Karma from that rascal (scamp) too, I left my parents home at 18 to be vagrant and beggar, or a free painter, and did not finish studies like my siblings (which than allowed or forced me to self-educate myself from books or wiki)

(and my interest in magic - when cca 6-7 years old, they have given me a gift of ancient thick magic book written in Schwabach letters of german language, which I could not read, but there were funny pictures of sailors all beside the text, probably some novel about sailors? and I could hand-write into the book etc... My brother received a similar (probably french?), and we got a coat with stars and paper hats and magic rings like from Arabela fairy-tale serie. Some toys can direct whole life struggle... Then after fall of socialism, Lord of the Rings was a quite popular book among gymnasium students...)

Do you understand, how this information (micro-chimeric DNA) can remedy the fornication?
(Beside a note, former (first husband) surname of my mother was Márová, with this mother's name I was conceived, but it is from the word "bier"... ) (I learned this name recently, when my grandma called me after christmas)

(As a side-note, among inspiration to my work and life is a book "13.5 lives of captain blue bear"... I just liked it, it was a last paper-book or story-book (cz: beletrie) I've read some 10 years ago, but then I recognized some parts, when it came... And the number 13.5 is not random at all, there could not be any more precise number, far at least 2 reasons, as I've been notified recently) (There are more Legends about this work, not only this one...)

(Recently I read on computer screen, but I recommend children to read books)

(Another one - there is a legend of Golem in Prague, the giant, who gets turned into useful service to people by a "Shem" ball placed into a forehead... "Golem" is not a giant, it means "wrapped", and it is the wrapped Bible which you did not understand before, unless Shem (the Name) was placed inside...)
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And it must be a correct name, not the wrong one, like naming Antichrist a Judas (cz: Jidáš) is correct name, but pretending it is Vatican was just a blunder...

(Many things need to be named correctly to better understand...) (In the legend, there was written "shem ha mforash" ("name that causing to clarify") on that shem ball, but a prudent alchemist astrologer took it into hand in that film and read it reversed as "meforah shamah" ("bearing fruit of appallment") and he was afraid to use it...)

(And only recently I grasped other possible connection, that the hero of this fairy-tale "Golem" film was a Baker, and it reminded me when I thought name of Carol J Baker (King Baker) and co-opting her idea as one choice to solve the problem 9:19, just with corrected colors... not sure if it is right! but there is that choice too...)

-------

There is description of american problem: "Mighty Gangster" in police. It is not possible together, and one of it must be striken-out...

(Mueller disgrace of justice - UI!, Clinton Comey, 911, JFK, S.F.court ...) I offer an idea of chess-like "castling" (cz: rošáda), to make FBI squeaky-clean and trust-worthy (because police cannot be feeble, it must be mighty), but not rejecting competent gangsters (agents), but instead moving them to a power-less analytics like should be CIA... (And please, stop using CIA to cause havoc all arround the world !)

There is description of school problem: "Depraved Pedagogue". (cz: "Zkažený Pedagog") ("Depraved" like "Spoiled", here in moral sense) It is not possible together, and one of it must be striken-out...

** There is a description of the most grave problem of the world: "Problem of the Humankind is Cartel of Jews" and one of those three will be striken-out. I suggest striking out "Cartel"... Otherwise NRA would probably striken-out "Jews", they are already boiling to the point of explosion from jewish depravity and oppression. Otherwise the Cartel of Jews will strike-out "Humankind" by an epidemy or other catastrope or just spoil the planet past a recovery...

The famous number 666 means "Monopoly" of jews 6 or materialists... (Beside that it means EAN bar-code, on forehead thinking on commodities, i.e. consumerism, on hand making others to think on commodities only...) There are various solutions, how to change that number into something better... (while considering that 666 means jews generally, it's their sacred number already from times of Talmud?, and third of it is turned from 6 toward better upward, but diminished, while considering "6" means "spiritual", one can also be changed to "3" like Jesus meaning Christians. whole lot of graphical possibilities... Also, when the font like Arial does not include hexagram star (probably not to be used for labeling?), the jewish star can be described by math symbols as 69 (up,down), while the symbol 33 (masons) probably means falsely pretending both parts are same) (In czech language, jews can be abbreviated as Ž or ž (read Zh, russian Ж, it's from pronunciation from French) and it means "big snake with crown" and it is not confused with J as Jesus, and "ZJ" is book of "Revelation", there is the snake "Z" without a crown and "J" for christians, which I discovered while writing about ZJ9 (Rev9) as converted from 666 Monopoly, which has a KKK - three kings (K+M+B+) solution...)

But first of all - they must relinquish their Mass-Media Cartel and might-control cartel (aipac) and banking cartel and allow other oppinions or alternatives... (AIPAC is dual-loyality, and it cannot be tollerated influencing political power, they are troyan horse in interest of foreign nation) (It is not possible, that all payment services have political rules. The PayPal is for "paying a pal" (a friend), but instead GoFundMe is for crowd-funding alt-media and others and this service MUST NOT make ANY political conditions, who can and who cannot be supported by the people... At most it can warn the payer, but not block or deny payments... We need Independent AltMedia, crowd-funded by readers, not payed by Oligarch Ads or State Establishment, mere mercenaries of other interests. Same for telecommunication operators (being it wire operators or Google,Twitter,Facebook,Others...) should not interfere with the content of the communication and block it depending on the content... Their current "terms of service" are evil and wrong! And that they shot down Alex Jones orchestrated all in one day shows, that it is a Cartel and misuse of market monopoly...
(Regardless of what I think of A.J. -- he is too much brutal in voice, but for ex. Paul Josef Watson there is polite and intelligent youngster.) And we need to protect Freedom of People, not a Freedom of Cartels or of trans-national global capitalists! The stronger someone is, the better he must be regulated, and global enemy cartels must be regulated most...

Liberty (freedom) is deserved by mild and peaceful ones (harmless), but Mighty ones should be placed into Order (fair rules), and Villains should be Limited...

My book pg 548, cz: "Volnost si zaslouží Mírní a Pokojní, Silné je třeba Uspořádat (férová pravidla) a Lumpy Omezit."
- there are more sentences about Order and Exceptions on that page)

**

I declared a Pardon for blackmagic murder of JFK, and for blackmagic destruction of 911 WTC by jews (while also explaining, what 9 11 means in Kabbalah - both are operations over the tree of life), and symbolically a Pardon for Judas and Pharisees for betraying Jesus... (JFK murder and then 911 are roots of current American evil, just as Holocaust is root of current Western evil... And pretended guilt of Jesus betrayal by jews was hauled through all medieval ages...)

It is not possible to sue them by normal justice, because namely due to JFK murder, the gangsters grasped Justice and Police force to prevent being sued, and they placed 911 over that, to stop continuous whinning about JFK murder "conspiracy", and they occupied all MSM Mas-Media in order not to be exposed...

(For JFK murder, GHWB hired assassins, and 911 was agreed or organized by GWB, but most probably they are just figures in higher hands.)

(You cannot come to punish mere dispensable figures, it is fruitless, the true Lords are sitting somewhere in London City or Switzerland Alps and you cannot reach them anyway...)

(And I declared, that any member of "Club 322" cannot ever become white, they will always stay dark-gray and not trusted for any politics... That is a black-magic club! And that is not for free... Don't go to kill them, just never trust their good intents...)

**

The stalemate of American Political Chess can be solved this way:

Paint all figures gray...

Do not trust anyone, and no one is black guilty...

Then you must clean-up Might (like FBI) first.

I suggested having three people of my absolute trust confidence, one of which is David Duke (brave and honest man in time, when it was not opportune), another I suggest is Ron Paul (a wise and honest man), and I am not sure about the third, but best would be probably Noam Chomsky to make it diverse? (This name was not in my Book on Pirate forum, I remembered him just now... Added it as "errata"...)

Which group of three will select 11 of current elected Congressmen not of single color, to make a commission, that will decide, which people in FBI can stay on places of department heads, and who will be responsible for their staff, and (the commission) would testify afterwards, that it has been cleaned up correctly...

(Then the department heads could recycle between lower positions, you need not get rid of competent (clever) people, but on the other way, untrustworthy cannot serve in Clean Police force as a Head of Department, and there IS a great problem with unworking FBI not prosecuting crimes...)

Whole Congress is not quorate (cannot agree), and many of them are corrupt and not trustworthy, but some of them just served the Evil Lords only from fear or from necessity to do other work..

I somehow believe there will be at least 11 congressmen (or senators), who are trustworthy, confident and honest, people already have given them trust in elections, and I do not know individual congressmen to suggest the names myself...

The Supreme Court must agree with this solution, otherwise it is invalid. This is only an OFFER of a solution...

(And then needs similar cleanup - of swapping lead judges and their assistants, to remove corrupt ones, like Hellerstein or Hawaii district judge who blocked important national security executive order, like San Francisco court, which made dangerous and wrong judgements...)

I suggest "Judicial Watch" organization with it's current former members to suggest judicial system cleanup, and confirm to American Citizens it is Trustworthy when finished...

They (J.W.) were brave volunteers collectively doing a good work before...
(As I suggest to Pardon those crimes which could not be prosecuted already (even probably Clintons etc? even probably CIA or their hired gangsters smuggling drugs not caught yet... But catch diligently any following), so that the Evil ones need not defend, you will just not Trust them, but they must relinquish control of Clean Might Institutions like FBI or Judicial system... And if you do not agree or understand, the list of Clinton crimes is quite a long list... Your Media just looked elsewhere and did not report well...! The FBI was grasped by evil influence and had to look elsewhere too... But from the other side, as Conservatives quite understand it, but they do not understand yet, that the corrupt system cannot be cleaned without a Compromise of Exemption... If it could, Mr. Trump and Jeff Sessions would already do it... Mr. Sessions should testify in front of that Commission of 11, why he could not cleanup FBI already himself... He is my witness in this accusal of impossibility of normal FBI cleanup...)

**

The Jews are divided into two halves. Look at their star. There is one white triangle pointing to God, and one black triangle pointing to Hell. Half of them are good, half of them are spoiled and evil. But it is not possible to come to apprehend gangsters - they would defend collectively and they have got Might, it is mostly not possible to come destroy the Black part of jews, this is what Hitler tried, but this only worsens the Problem, because this way, the Better part is damaged more, it is a filter to worsen the jewish problem. Phoenix from ash of the Jewish blood would be even worse! Because both parts of jews _Breathe Together_, they would die together and it would be unjust toward the better half...

(On the Fractal judgement day, when doing a mystery play, I have been presented with a riddle from TV, just after writing a note to my brother, I came by TV on another side of a house and there was a sentence on bottom: "One man died, other is injured" (about some shooting incident)... (as a photographer, I took photo of that remark, and photo of TV screen soon while taking pictures of waste recycling in my house -- ecology...)

I do not want harm of my brother, in this case, I will die and brother be just injured, he has got family and is teacher etc... Then I thought, it is not a right idea, it is Love above Reason... So a best idea in front of my brother, and ify a single bullet through both, one will survive and let God decide it...

But in our duo, brother plays Jews with a black hat, I play christians... (actually, brother is an anthroposoph christian, better than me in some sense) And I better started to understand the "breath together" idea...

But the upper-pointing triangle has another problem: it is covered by a "Black Hat", which is a symbol of (unwarranted) "Pride" (!), and it is a headgear against God and Consciousness...

Some have got the Black Hat on the Head, some have it only on Soul...

There is a chapter with very strong refute of the Root of Western Evil, which is a Holocaust Lie! (There did not live that much Jews in Europe, the number 666 was preprogrammed, causality prevents it to be known in Jan 1945, the doors to gas-chambers cannot open inside, and physics matters too!)

This is root cause of Antichrist Judas (which is Judaism) ruling the World now. So there is a Pardon for those liars, and a Pardon for all WWII crimes (it is long in past), but stop accusing those, who dared to speak Truth! It comes from Torah, Nu10:29-11:04 and Psalm 107, which is actually about the Real Holocaust, which was suffering of 20-60 million Russian Christians!

This is root cause of Antichrist Judas (which is Judaism) ruling the World now. So there is a Pardon for those liars, and a Pardon for all WWII crimes (it is long in past), but stop accusing those, who dared to speak Truth! It comes from Torah, Nu10:29-11:04 and Psalm 107, which is actually about the Real Holocaust, which was suffering of 20-60 million Russian Christians!

And the chapter continues with a refute of Judaism, which is Luciferian and Devilish (J8:44.Rev2:9:3:9) and most of it's feasts just celebrate mass murders! Not in vain is about them written in J8:44, that they are of Diabolos (Judaism), who is a slave-owner (incorrectly translated as "murderer") and father of Lie.

**

So there is necessary to make a Compromise with Devil this time... While acknowledging their tremendous crimes, it must be pardoned, and it cannot be said this time, but they will have to relinquish their control of Might in USA, and relinquish their Monopoly in Media & Bussiness.

The only solution is to stop jews being jews, it would take one or two generations, and first of all we must forbid mutilation of 8-day boys without their conscious consent... (because ... multiple reasons...!) (And I think I gained an authority to explain this compromise necessity to conservative american christians, patriots thirsty of rightful revenge, and others should better understand reasonable arguments, that other solution is not long-term possible...)
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I declared Pardon for last Kol Nidrei recitation, as it was turned unwisely into future by rabbis, that all next vows are not valid, until next reciting that Kol Nidrei again, so one cannot get relieved from it and be trusted on any public-service vow (oath)...?!

Either turn it to original form back into past year... Or the God better knows, why you could not fullfil the promise, and can forgive it as he sees fit. But you cannot place yourself into God's role and forgive the guilt of not fulfilling the promise, it is blasphemous to place oneself to the role of God to forgive self the promise to God, so the reasoning behind Kol Nidrei is invalid per-se... But by it's wording it is repudiation of all promises, even civil ones, and the person reciting this cannot be trusted for any public service, which requires a vow (oath)...?!

The Israel state is fait-accompli, there is no place for Arabs there...

The Gaza is a concentration camp prison already. (Please let some honest people leave it now (abroad - Jordan?) voluntarily, but not all ruffians at once, that would be a weapon against neighbours...)
The East Palestine (West Bank) should stay for Honest Palestinians, but the stone thrower rioters should be deported to Gaza prison... This way, soon there will stay only Mild Palestinians in East Palestine and not a thorn in side of jews... (a filter on palestinians)

Same applies to jews - they should not attack West Bank Palestinians! I strongly oppose clearing Kurds, Syrians and Arabs toward Euphrates etc toward Israel (Yinon plan, Erdogan is muscle for Netanyahu, they devised how to divide that Hitler role into two...?!
Worst error of Hitler was turning Nationalism outward against neighbours), I somehow suggest giving them (to Israel) the Sinai peninsula instead...

For the good of your Arab brothers east of Israel, can you Egyptians please give Sinai to Israel jews or make with them a Century-long Lease with a promise of prolonging it? (After all, it is sparsely populated and it's a least harm area of expanding the Israel...)

Israel is good at irrigation works, they can make it into a Garden? (This is just my idea, I sure how possible it is.)

And asking arab countries reparations for year 1948 is not just at all!

The Lord Rothschild and Morgans, Wartburgs etc... have stolen too much from the people. I recomend (will they agree?) to send an Audit to them, and _half_ of unjust gains will be returned to The People, starting from clearing state and other debts while not damaging debt-holder pension funds. At least there is $6 trillion ($6e12) from 2008 bank bailout, which Mr. Blankfein did not remember, where it was sent...

(And the bought industry and other stuff arround the world and now they have unjust advantage in capitalist competition!)

There are accounting errors in Pentagon of similar size?

At maximum, there are legends of $500e12 fortune of Mr. Rothschild, I do not know how right... I recomend arranging an Audit, and that _half_ of those unjust gains they will return... (by which I do not mean the small purse of few-million enterprise personally belonging to Mr.J.R., I mean the real gigant...) And shouldn't the jews time by time remit (forgive) the debts, once in fifty years or so, don't you?

But we do not want to crash economies or... It must all be voluntary and in good will...
And you other people will forgive them their former economic sins too... Without that, it is worthless to go punish one old Lord above Grave, and you cannot come for all those banking-lords one after another, because they could launch a Gehena hell revenge (nuclear war), it is necessary to make a Compromise and Heal the System instead...

As I was repeatedly warned in my Mystery play on Fractal day, asking more than Half of Reserves is unjust and should be rejected...

(There is not sure about explanation, it's about "Reserves", and also, not written in my book, after finishing the deed, I gave that man the other half of the reserves too, he came with apoligize and asked it to leave go working in another region, and with a promise, that I will not see him until spring at least...)

(It was outside the main Mystery part, i.e. after some longer time or other game.)

Then the FreeMasons - Albert Pike descendants Luciferians, should publicly or inwardly Relinquish (repudiate) that Heritage...
(Is it enough if some respected chief does it ceremonially?)
There is a VERY strong warning against African Migrants (and Arabs), who came to eradicate (extirpate) white people. Please read Rev 9, second part...

Most important verse is Rev 9:19 -- For their power is in their mouth, and in their tails: for their tails were like unto serpents, and had heads, and with them they do hurt.

You clearly understand, which snake with head it is, and most grave hurt is its poison, which is "genetic poison". (First part of Rev.9 is about ISIS -- see Euphrates...?)

Africans are former kind of Human, but we have been Upgraded since, it is like a Linux Console relating to X-windows, or DOS to Windows...

The Africans are Chernobyl (Černobýl - black weed) of Humankind, and their control-rods were removed last century (by medicine removing natural regulation while not adapting birth-rate to death-rate), and now they started to explode in a geometric sequence, fertility rate 7, and it is a question, whether we will be able to return the control-rods into place sooner than too late...

At the end of a century, there could be 3 billion more africans than fits into Africa, but OSN already plans space for 3.8 billion people in Europe in an absurd density, but Russians should not feel much safe either, because they will overflow there from Europe too... (Or at least - you Russian Tsars, please guard the Siberia plains as a reserve for White People, when all the rest of the world will be spoiled by this over-population catastrophe...!)

First of all, I suggest giving black women a pill at first childbirth with a permanent contraception (with a pink heart symbol, saying it is for a permanent free love, and possibly with a written information paper describing it? (eug.) ) and immediately deporting any African, that spoils a white woman, (and if not sure where, deport him on the side of Sahara desert) and the woman of an african will go to Africa working on Charity works...

It is Ecology, we should prevent destruction of Monotype Habitat of Light (white) people by Invasive Species, it is Mathematics, that having 7 children per woman in average is an Ecological Catastrophe. (With the exception of orthodox Russia, which has vast land reserve now...)

And it is written in the Book of Revelation, that they are Genetic Poison and do most harm by those snakes with head!

Read Mt13:25 - the weed are africans, the wheat are light (white) people. Will you claim, that we are same? No, we are not same... And both "weed" and "wheat" are plants... Light (white) people are collectively superior both by intelligence, by morals, by spirituality, and by discipline to not overbreed, and it can be proved mathematically, stop lying it's not true... It is not our fault the ecological catastrophe of humanity overpopulation.

(If you want to show me an afro-american genius more intelligent than 3/4 of light people, then I'll show you a gorilla genius Koko, more intelligent than half of Somalians... One genius does not prove anything, but Collectively (in average, in apexes) we can be seen in Statistics... And only Collective Level is what actually counts by progenying into future)

Second measure - the population is regulated by Education of Women. (in our language, the word Education also means (land) Cultivation)

The more years women study, the less children they bear... So the most important step is to bring woman education to Africa! (at least basic school 8 years, but best to Gymnasium (high school) level.)

And if you whine about low fertility rate in Europe, shorten years of study of Beautiful Branches Studies (cz: Krásné obory), university from 5 to 2-3 years. Do not touch Engineering studies with 5-6 years. Accept woman workers with high-school (gymnasium) diploma (cz: Maturita) (do not request University title if not really needed...)

And praise white women who give birth to nice children more, than you praise their professional career, to avoid societal pressure onto woman career, and to create societal preference for child bearing... This way, the birth rates of white countries will raise naturally...
(But otherwise, go see the Georgia Guide Stones - someone thought, that optimal population level for this planet is half billion people, and we should get to this optimum slowly and naturally over some decades or centuries... Do you know, how pleasant is a calm life on village country-side, not overcrowded like the cities? Not symbol-polluted with visual dirt of ads? Clean nature...)

**

If it will not help and the ecological catastrophe of over-breeding will not stop, then a stronger measure will have to be taken!... (At least do not Obstruct God and Nature while solving it by starvation or epidemy - it is your fault, the Doctors, that they are overbreeding...)

There is a mystery play of Three Kings (KKK is not a random coincidence), a very important mystery. The Herodes - which is Africans (which is not told in the mystery), orders to Kill white babies. And while boasting he is even bigger than God, and while all three Kings in unison say "Devil take Herodes the evil" (cz: "Čert vzal Herodesa zlého"!), the Death (in black veil) says: cz: "Ej, pomsta Boží nad tebou, a já Smrt kráčím za tebou, ne tak lehko se mě zbuděš, dokud duši z těla nepozbudeš"... - and Herodes dies...(en: "Oh, revenge of God over you, and I Death am walking behind you, not so easily you will forfeit me, until your spirit is lost from body") (In our village, the people are playing mystery plays on many christian occasions: christmas, three kings, easter, saint John or summer solstice, and more... I just take photographs of it... (as a former painter, now a photographer). Once in my life I did get a single role in that theater play - I have been playing that Death role in 3K with those 4 verses...)

For the good of this planet and human-kind, the pest must be reduced, as are branches of young tree cut, not to genocide extermination, but onto reduction to a reasonable amount... (It is only third solution, if the peaceful contraception will not work.)

The Three Kings are probably Russia, USA, and Jews or China? is the black one, they must agree all in consensus, but it is not decided democratically from below. It is Ecology, and it is not Cruel, it is Necessary! (cz: "Poznaná nutnost" - recognized necessity...) (In current world, it could be rather UNSC? And in that mystery, the three kings agree and curse in unison, but they are not executioners...)

If you will try to lie: "We will manage that" and feed and cure them all, then in end of 22nd century there will be more than 9 billion of africans, and the Chernobyl chain reaction will not stop until planet collapse anyway.

**

There is some play with symbolism of numbers in my second book, but most important part of the book can be abbreviated thus: "14!" It refers to "Fourteen words", which means "White children must survive" Someone added 88 (Heil Hitler) behind it and declared it an utmost fascism... So I strike-out the 88 from it (reject Hitler! it was wrong solution...), and I unwrap the sentence "White children must survive" and place a strong exclamation mark behind it... (Yes, it is like a Christmas gift, please unwrap "Survival" and "Patriotism" from "Hitler" and discard the wrapping paper...)

Being a Racist means wanting to Survive. (Accusing Racists is Murderous Treason and genocide preparation!)

There also is a sentence: cz: "Afričani žijí v Africe, protože kde žijí Afričani, tam je Afrika." Africans are living in Africa, because where Africans live, there is Africa.-- and so, please do not extend Africa (3rd world) to other continents... You cannot help them by accepting them to Europe or USA, because they bring their calamity menace with them... (אפריקה, אפריקה? "break apart, harshness, cruelty" or "tear away, break off")

Look at USA statistics - crime and murders and robbery, intelligence... The afro-americans are by a grade better than africans from Africa...! (Average IQ 85 compared with IQ 70 in many parts of Africa...)

Pro-life vs. Pro-choice: You light (white) christians, do not abort children! But in over-crowded regions, allow to the inferior (genetically or morally) their choice, eugenics means "good genes". Too much life leads to death of many.
As an Alchemy student, who also studied Chemistry (in childhood basic school I studied chemistry (up to participating in regional level student Olympiad in chemistry), I worked as a chief IT admin for 5 years on Chemical University, half year studying there, and aside else making a program for calculating 3D shapes of molecules from groups of `C,N,O,H`... letters, which was later optimized by Fortran code by my scientific chief to discover new molecules) (but my mother was a painter, I wanted to be a painter, and I studied a handful of alchemy books with colored pictures and small grey books, that I could carry all in armful when giving them to my friend, but basic-school child would not lift them in armful, then turning to Kabbalah, Magic, Anthroposophy and Christianity, (Eliphas Levi has sent me to the Christianity as a best Magic with it's trans-substatiation... I lived in an atheist post-socialist country...) I also studied twice the "Chemical Wedding of C.R.", beside myself painting the picture "Chemical Wedding" in my twenties, it was a gift to my colleague in Chemical University IT when he was leaving, I just have a photograph of it after my only painter exhibition...) (now I'm a catholic but ecumenical christian, not despising other branches, visiting an evangelic husite church because in our small town the catholic priest is a bad man by a mere coincidence) then now on Christmas feasts, while wanting to help my Brother, who is my Mirror, who is a pedagogue, studied mathematics and philosophy (two titles from universities, and on first in mathematics, he brought some Bolsano math of infinities and pedagogues rejected it witlessly, so my brother thought he is a best mathematician as far as he can see), to help him from Pride burden, which his students also know (as I've been told), me not wanting to recover it for myself, I discovered the Stone of Philosophers just like in Harry Potter, ** and that Stone of Philosophers is: "Voldemort is named Pride"! ("KMVP" in czech language, "SPVP" in english is master abbreviation of whole Harry Potter film serie, but you can make excerpts from it, like VP) and many pedagogues do have it in their turban, but actually it is a black-hat either on head or on soul, a headgear against God... "Voldemort" in hebrew means "causing trembling of offspring". And I do have a scar of that Pride on the forehead of soul, but physically it is hidden below beard -- when (cca 2005) I had really proud thoughts, I crashed on bicycle and had a wound of second mouth above my normal mouth, and I connected it as a Quick Karma for Pride... And "Harry Potter" means "Mountainer Peter" which I am, "Peter" or "Poter" means "opening, interpreting dreams", and I do have Keys of Legends... And long time I knew, that Alchemy is not about physical gold or element transformation, you cannot talk neutrons and protons into the nucleus neither by words or chemically, but instead Alchemy is about Spiritual Gold... Read wikipedia heading: > "The philosopher's stone, or stone of the philosophers (Latin: lapis philosophorum) is a legendary alchemical substance capable of turning base metals such as mercury (my note: fluid poison metal) into gold or silver. It is also called the elixir of life, useful for rejuvenation and for achieving immortality; for many centuries, it was the most sought goal in alchemy. The philosopher's stone was the central symbol of the mystical terminology of alchemy, symbolizing perfection at its finest, enlightenment, and heavenly bliss. Efforts to discover the philosopher's stone were known as the Magnum Opus (>"Great Work").

And I tell you, that the Philosopher Stone is: Pride is Black Sorcerer in you, causing trembling in children... You must struggle some work and self-education with Humbleness and Diligence, but all the time rejecting Pride even in own thoughts...

As a Pedagogue, you are generation ahead of your Students, but they may one day surpass you. And you do not give them your own fruit, but mostly you just mediate them the Diamond of Knowledge Treasure... There is no justification for Pride here...
As a side-note: I demand: **forbid Politics** talk in University lectures where the subject is not politics related, and also I demand forbidding Politics talk from pulpit of Church... (not only muslim Imams, Priests too)
You are bringing them Fruit and Diamond, which is not yours, one is Treasure of Knowledge, the other is Treasure of Word of God, and you may not envenom (poison) it with political poison of your opinions. In Israel, they enacted this legislature, only in the West the jews are blocking this and sending Universities to fanatically demagoguing the young generation... It is a Media with Impact of size of Generations! (Look at anti-Trump and anti-racist hysteria of fanatical university students in USA... They were envenomed by political lies!)
(And I suggest installing microphone in church or muslim meshite, or school class if there are complaints, not listening it all, there is no time for it to listen to all, but control it occasionally or if someone complaints... These are public places, not private places.
You do not tell them any Secret, and even the student can record the teacher on some amulet-sized mp3 recorder... Such official records can be requested to be opened only by court, police or the teacher/preacher himself)

(A best priest in our country in a student church had a recording device managed by students, and they published the sermon preach on internet, usually on monday or tuesday, and it was great to listen to him remotely... But, later in 2015, he became spoiled by honours - there are people, which you cannot buy with money, and still you can buy them by honours, and he started a political preaching (migrant inviting, rusophobic lies) and very venomous propaganda, the more dangerous, that he is very wise and respected man...)
(There is a problem: *Politicized Priest*, and one of it shall be striken out.)

And Harry Potter serie is foremost a caricature of Teachers, so that every child recognizes it's archetype...
And every teacher, look at the teacher characters in HP and guess, which is a caricature (intensified funny image) of you, and strive to deserve to be a better teacher...

(And btw - I've read that J.K.Rolling (Rowling) declared Albus Dumbledoor a homosexual... No, not in any way. She just turned to a political whore now, and good enough the film-makers did it better. Once the Work becomes a Legend, there is no right of original author to re-interpret it insidiously and venomously... It doesn't matter, what she thought privately while writing it, instead it is important, how film-makers conceived it (if the Film is that Legend) and how public accepted it. You cannot throw them a sweet candy and then punch them with a venom, when they accepted it first some way... And Dumbledoor is a sincere character, but gays are crooked spiritually, not any sincere... Or go to ask (if it was possible) the Character who played the role, because we and you can often see the sincerity into the soul...)
(While in this I may be influenced also by the speaker voice in dubbing.)

-------

Formerly, I had another such "spell", that there is *Problem of Unemployment* Bolsheviks tried to strike-out "Unemployment" by forced employment, but the "Problem" rested: no freedom, no voluntary work, no quality of work. There is another solution: strike out Problem, rests Unemployment which is not a problem.
(This was apology of Universal Basic Income, at the low level of survival, given to everyone, no need for bureaucracy and proof of inability to work, it lightens burden on employers, since part of wage is payed by state, women or artists can work on non-profit deeds, such that do not profit commercially. (beautifying the life-places, tending old people, etc...) But this solution also has a problem, that many people would not work at all (while I know many, who would work anyway, because sitting at home is actually boring...) And you would have to pay dirty-workers more than now...
So this solution is possible only in a morally evolved country...
But in current conditions, the lazy loungers invaders from all arround the world would overcrows there for free bread...?
(The borders would need to be protected well...) This (UBI) is probably not possible (only) due to this reason yet...

I also declared the results of the Competition called Unlimited Capitalism:
The more united have won $0.666 : (0.1+0.1+...) + 0."
The Hidden Socialism against Society has won...
(A note about necessity of breaking the Monopol or Cartel of Jews...)
If you do not want to loose, unite better, plan better, and limit unjust...
Capitalism is Competition, Socialism is Cooperation and it does not preclude each other.
I have declared the **Center Of Time**, on winter solstice of year 2018, 23:23 of Central-Europe Time zone (2018-12-21 22:23 UTC).

As a scientist, who discovered Gravity as a function of Time Curvature, as a Medical Clock-maker professional, having clock-maker civil surname, I am The Clockmaker... (cz: Hodinář)

I admit this was an insolent prank...

At the very Center of Time moment, I stood in a center of solar clock (we have a horizontal round solar clock on the garden some 3m in diameter) whispering (or thinking?) a sentence: Good Eternal God (cz: "Dobrotivý Věčný Bože"), then with prayer slowly turning clockwise from southeast arround, praying that God helps the People. It was mildly raining...

As a Fractal artist and mathematician, I made a Fractal day atonement of sins, be being an example and playing a mystery as a Fractal root paradigm (I only little remember it exactly) (by inversion 1/2/0 = w^0.5), and also formerly by declaring that

** I am a Racist - loving my People - genetic cognates,
(and that does not prevent me having a gypsy or vietnam friends
and speaking and acting with them AS equal, while I know, that we are not equal at all, and unless they endanger my friends, let them do and act what they like... If I had to choose between support of my near friends and support of aliens, I would surely choose support of near friends...)
(And I need to respect them as different, because their difference is my difference too, and together it is "diversity", if it is not mixed, they cannot choose to be different so it's not their fault, but if all were equal or mixed, there is no diversity and all are replaceable and vain.)
{only in Zero are all types of numbers equal... +0 == -0 == 0i == -0i}
And we will not let us be reduced to Zero! And once you choose a direction, you can tell, which is bigger or lower in that direction...)
(My greeting and support to Julian G. Abele, a hero and a good man! & Don't drink much!)

I am a Nationalist - actually Patriot - loving my Country and its People,
(which means I respect all other Nationalist Patriots with their nations, because that makes my diversity too... I despise Globalists as those, who are endangering my and your nation... And I hate Invader aliens, if they came to hurt our people! (and I think I'll stop hating them the moment they show me back and go away)
But understand, that problem of Hitler was: "Turning Nationalism outward against neighbours"... That is very wrong... Be defender, not attacker!)

I am a Xenophob - because Xenophilia is dangerous mortal illness, because every living organism must know, who it is and who it is not, and when stopping to know this, it dies by assimilation into surrounding, it's healthy to suspect others, (my Xenophobia is not fear, but suspicion)

I am a Homophob, because I love sanctity of good family, (and it is not hate or fear, but it is contempt, and a fear of contagious to lead astray the innocent)
(LGBT - stop your propaganda, that it is equal or better, stop spoiling the innocent, and in your private do what you like... Our innocent ones deserve being led to good paths, not spoiled when in age when they cannot defend consciously yet! We have every right to prefer the better, which is the natural pairs in this, while we can tolerate the non-harmful.)
(Perversion is a slippery slope to the swamp...)
(And for me as a man, quite often I listen also to women, if they tell something wise, I also listen, if it is unwise, not telling it to not harm her, it is not much problem, if they organize some work, I can help, it's pleasant to be a good knight helping women as needed, but after all, I'll not let them command me or usurp, and yes, I often know better and decide myself, they are often too loving but unwise... While those not loving and proud and commanding are even worse... Woman should advise, not command...)

(For a man, it is always wise to listen to woman advice, since she sees things from a different viewpoint and may see, what you overlook. But it is sometimes unwise to blindly obey wrong advice or dictate, and if there is a dispute, the Reason should win over Love, because Love tends to make faults more often and it could hurt unintentionally. And if it does not hurt, allow woman her caprices, often it is not worth the bad mood to get what you like against the will of other...)
- either it reincarnates after some time?
- or it starts the Infinite journey toward God into Light (4D outside)
or Infinite journey toward Void Darkness (4D inside)?
  (sci: "crossing time singularity from black hole out", if the soul
can unglue from 3D world into either spiritual side)
- or we are just like wheat - from seed it grows, supports next generation,
  and falls into ground making the clay for next generations...?

**
The Kingdom of God (Isrá-El) will be on Earth, when it will clean-up,
some two or three generations from now, you are sending your children there.

If you will maintain Spirituality and Good Struggle, and not throwing
it out and maintining only Technics.
Look at China - their main problem is Maoism uprooted all Spirituality
roughly and quickly, but same will come, if you do it slowly...
(Problem of China is not Communism, there is already Capitalist Socialism)
(Problem of China is not single party rule, in USA there are two parties,
which is not much difference... China economy is governed by experts...)
But Gray people without spirit or joy, marching in rows,
working in factories, police state, control of machines above people,
most art replaced by kitsch (trumpery) and all so vain...
Or look at Star Wars, the White headgear soldiers... This is future of your
children, if you will reject Spirituality and will only struggle for
better Technics...
But you may not discard technics either, because otherwise this or next
civilization will only sit in front of tee-pee tents by wood-fires,
all oil and coal and minerals are too deep for medieval techniques...
The good civilization stays on Two Columns - Boaz and Ioachin.
Boaz means "in Might" (cz: "v moci") and is black, and it is Technics.
Ioachin means "he will Determine" (cz: "(on) ustanoví") and it is white,
and it is Spirituality. See 1K 7:21-22...

My recomendation is:

**
Love People, do not Love Machines. Use Machines, do not Use People.
Machine is a good tool, it is a means (vehicle) but not a goal (target).

If working with Technics, do it as a tool to help other people,
to communicate with people, but do not make machine a goal of all
your struggle, or an ultimate amusement...

If I mentioned Star Wars - that last episode was a very Nasty Deception!
(the First Order with Hexagon shield sign...)
The Order is not evil. The liberals from outskirts are evil, when crushing
the Order... (The great monster is probably Pride...?)

Hexagon is a Universal Symbol of Order, of a Good Order...
From ice and aromatic carbohydrates hexagonal shape with circle of electrons
(in 1.5 circular bonding, depicted as alternating double-bonding), beside
bees and their honeycombs and beeheves, until crown of Saturn planet,
which has a perfect flawless magnetic field, which maintains it's
ring of water ice in diamagnetic flask and purifies it from stones,
which has the magnetic field stabilized by ARTIFICIAL hexagonal
magnet on it's north pole (no, it is not a natural jetstream,
if it was natural, it would be on south pole too or on other planets!
It's just my conjecture, though)...
and over that hexagonal magnetic crown there is hexagonal astral
(polar-light) aureole... (I've seen it on some NASA pictures from Cassini.)
The last SW episode implanted over successful former serie was a deception,
an ugly propaganda against Order, a venom sent after the sweet cookie hook.
(The righteous is good balance between Order and Liberty,
the Harmless ones deserve Liberty, but the Strong ones need Order...)

-------

As a foreword, I am not an astrologer, I study influence of planets
onto Sun and weather systems, and I do publish my works on various
occasions, like equinox or on Sun-Venus conjunctions, so I have
been already awaiting that event in january 2018 to use it somehow...
I do not think it has any influence, it is a nice ornament of the work...

( 2019-01-09 .. 2019-02-02 22:03 CEST )
There is a description, what I did on January 2018, there was a superior astrological occurrence, there were six sextiles and three conjunctions on one day, and I used the first of those sextiles to send a sentence into the discussion: "Who of the jews is not Judas?", but then looked outside and on clouds there was Aries astrology sign and multiple lines beside (I have a photo of those clouds), and I looked better in ephemerides to see, that there is second major sextile coming few hours later, and following others were to be "played" over exact angle in following hours and days, so onto the second horn of this "lamb" I pierced another dragon, the sentence "Boycott Hollywood!" (with some explanation around), which only seemingly seems as "Holy" but it is "Helly" instead and causes emotional blinding of many, because they need gradually stronger emotions from films, making real life gray...

**

And at this time of Astrological Lamb, I continued by ritually cursing or damaging the following 3 tarot cards (the photo is attached), that I sacrificed some things not to sacrifice them but not to cause harm, if someone gets my computer, and I had fresh new unused pack of Rider Waite tarot cards (beside two different which I had while I was young), then out of aversion, that jews in Israel already raised a red heifer and they are probably preparing some false supplanter for September 2022, I folded the card 19 with "Solar hippie" half, I teared horns of angel from card 20 "Judgement", it should not be a horned judgement, and I have drawn bra and strike-out snake from woman on card 21 "The World", and I punched my pinkie finger with scissors and used real Blood for the magic deed (as a DNA sample on SHA hash of photos, the hash reads "zero break black dot..." in ascii-asm: 30cc95...)

(I never done that before, but something taught me pizzagate & 14fish J.P.)

then sending it through river to the sea, then collecting it to the small flask in water, to make a homeopathic solution, some of which I used for secretly blessing good people gardens on summer solstice noon later...

There is just an offer, that this "blood" can be homeopathically diluted ad infinitum... I do not know, how else you would like to wash all in the Lamb Blood?!

Not for this case, but otherwise as I studied chemistry and shapes of molecules, much later while arguing about homeopathy, I think I discovered an explanation, how is it possible, that water remembers shapes of molecules, that were in it (while it must be shaken etc...) despite the hydrogen-bridge breaks in picoseconds...

But where does it reconnect? Into the nearest neighbour... Then there it also breaks, but it then reconnects back to the original neighbour, so it pulses here and there and maintains the position...

I have a professor on chemical university who has been calculating this and he confirmed to me, that it is possible, while probably it is little more complicated... There also is dissent in science about this, and confirmation of homeopathy is being suppressed...

But on the other way, it just informs white blood cells of some danger and hopes to wake them up for some action, hoping the immune system is not weakened but just sleeping, but the disease may already have bacteria overbred and it is not sufficient to wake up white blood cells with "information therapy", the pharmacological poison for bacteria is needed to stop the illness, or to calm other cells, so homeopathy cannot be overestimated even if it could partly work... Just an information therapy, for spirit (where placebo could work too, because replacing despair with hope itself may help in healing) and for white blood cells...

(But my blood solution was not done with much dynamization, I am not any professional in that, it is just symbolical...)

(I remember, that I dropped it into the center of triangle on my garden, but the same day my brother visited and made a strange skid and slide with a car while leaving and drove over that triangle patch here and there multiple times... Probably it was not a good idea to use it that way...)

Then in January 2018 I have been stopped, (later I recognized, that it was a second general trial for comming out with this...)

I also did blackmail national medical database system with electronic prescriptions recipes, because I have been warned by doctors, how it can be misused against doctors and against patients, if it leaks, and I knew that it already sends patient street-address from doctor database to the state repository, since doctors have better database than ministry of interior, and people are not warned against this
breach of privacy and did not have occasion to acknowledge or reject it, so it is blackmailing of people with medical consequences to relinquish their privacy, and I knew a security error in that system (or thought so), which boasted with superior double certificate protection and how it would prevent misuse of prescriptions, but every doctor has unprotected PC on the table and a junkie may come to the doctor with flashdisk, tap enter key and infect it with a virus to send fake prescriptions himself by email... It was a Don Quichote "fight against windmills" though...

(And after all, we the people need such a database (diagnose+medicine) and statistical outputs from it, to catch wrong pharmaceuticals, and we are a larger statistical sample than the pharmacy scientists have...) Just two hours after I sent emails to various parliament deputies after already few days writing into Pirate party forum about that, asking MPs to raise a constitutional court lawsuit against this system for breach of people privacy, police and ambulance came and arrested me into the crank-house for 64 days... (Only a year later I recognized, that it was probably called by my best friends neighbours, and day before that by my brother...)

In that "crank-house", I have received a gift from Angels almost to my birthday eve, a dream, where is a solution to the world stalemate... I didn't understand it first, but felt it somehow important and have written it down to the paper timestamped, and continued on that paper, all while I have been locked, with timestamped sentences... The dream was, that a character named "Pike" (I remembered Pike Electronics a shop with electro-parts I used as a child to buy diodes and resistors etc) climbed onto a mountain and said: "I relinquish the heritage" **(cz: "Vzdávám se dědictví") and all people were celebrating (but they looked suspiciously), and snow dragon raised and fell apart... I woke and asked: "God, and what do you wish?", (cz: "a co ty, Bože, by sis přál?")

I fell asleep again and have seen something like an "alive weight-scale", just a head and part of back, and on that back loaded a weight plumb (cz: závaží)... I didn't know, who Pike is, I was not a week by the computer and it could not stay in my head from yesterday reading (later I discovered I've seen this name three weeks ahead of this as one of those, who predicted WW3 - as I store everything I read...) and only half a year later I discovered, that Albert Pike is chief Freemason ideologue and a Luciferian...

But I fell apathetic from desperation in spring 2018 until summer to resume working on my first book...

-------

In the book on Pirate forum, there is chapter on difference in 3 kinds of Love - Eros, Philia and Agape, there are described 4 kinds of body (biological - belly or muscles, Psyche emotions - heart, Logos mental mind (Logos means Word) - head, and Astral, the Jung's unconscious mind (cz: "Nevědomí"), which collects reflections of your daily mind and from collective one, which can be accessed by shamanic practice, or it can release by itself in dream or while waking up. (I am not sure where it resides, I just know, how to work with it sometimes, and sometimes it is possible to access the collective unconscious level too) There is recomending the 7+ seven virtues and 7- seven sins, and what they mean, just copied from Wikipedia...

(And not by any random, the Pride-Humbleness pair is first of them)

Typical Man has Logos above Psyche (Reason above Feelings), while typical Woman has Psyche above Logos (Feelings above Reason), and women, who have no "love" or "psyche" are usually even more cruel (totally missing love) than men (with love just below reason)... (Here "feelings" means "love,passion,compassion"...)

(Like in Psyche is compassion (cz:soucit), in Reason is conscience (cz:svédomi), like in Reason is "determination" (cz:rozhodnost), in Psyche is "caprice" (cz:rozmar) - you should not add "determination" into "Psyche" contrary to Reason...) Which does not tell, how much of that "Reason" or "Love" there is. (Usually in a pair, one is more intelligent than the other, this or that) And while woman naivity may be lovely (and giving man a feeling of deserved superiority of reason), man stupidity is not lovely, but still the more intelligent woman can admire at least his strength...
(Because in a good family vehicle, father drives with steering wheel in his hands, woman looks around and advices but does not command. The man has responsibility and love for family and cannot follow wrong commands from woman or children, and woman from side seat may not touch the steering wheel and turn it unexpectedly, but she looks arround and may see more and her advice may be valuable... Direct Democracy is like if all in that car including children on back seats, who do not see front road, had their own steering wheel, and the 3 children on back seat would over-vote both parents, and while seeing a zoo or candy store, turn the wheel suddenly to stop there... Representative Democracy is, that all family including children votes, if the car will be driven by mother or father, and be reluctant to sit into car, if their choice is not respected, but it is not that big fault if mother or father drives... Monarchy is, if father drives without any compromise, Tyranical Monarchy is, if father drives even if drunken or unable to drive at all...)

--------

There is an apology of Julian Assange on more places, a great hero, he saved the World from Clinton and her Globalists disaster among else... (I wonder how it became, that I have been given A.B. or C.? as examples to judge principles on them, and multiple J.A. or A.J. as helpers? I know two heroes ABB, our prime minister is AB, A is Anthroposophy as spiritual science, while B is technics, book written in BB code, and A is more things in that book actually...)

(For anyone - do NOT play Breivik yourself! He did not shoot just some random leftist camp, but while sparing most children, he damaged the most grave and treasonous fanaticizing ideologues, accuser rats, in the time of grave endangering time of national catastrophe, on which the judicial system could not reach but agreed somehow, (which you can recognize on how politely they treat him in prison) and with quite a great precision not to damage innocents... (while I've seen the list, less than 10% was marked "collateral damage") (unless the list I've seen was a fake?) It was on the edge of being almost justifiable - to kill a potential murderer is not a crime, but still it may receive due punishment... To enable an arch-treason that can lead to loss of live of compatriots, not just some mere economic problems, may justify something unusual...

How much is there rape and murder victims by islamists and blacks in Norway? That may justify to damage real culprits, those who fanaticized youngsters to invite the aliens and prevent a due defense, and not to just punish them, but to prevent them continuing to do so... If you commit arch-treason that costs lives, you cannot be surprised, if some defender guerilla intervenes... And if you, guerilla, pretend to be Knight Templar, please be a Knight and righteous and avoid collateral damage as much as possible... (Since they were not innocent civilians but dangerous fanaticism soldiers causing loss of lives, attacking them was not a terrorism but a guerilla...) How large "collateral damage" did US fight against terrorists in Mosul?)

Well, the Norway is a Viking nation... In our lamb-nation of Czechia, our ABB Adam B. Bartoš just cultivately stands and wisely speaks, a national advocate, and is a prime example of judicial system injustice... It's very often better to use soft means of fight as much as possible!

(cz: česky viz youtube StrmiceZidou a především VěbaZObAHA ... a viz cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_BartoschAA1 konkrétně oldid=10598709 jedovatou propagandu proti němu v záhlaví -- ne, to nejsou "konspiráční teorie", ale smutná pravda!

V sekci "Stranické angažmá" ve wiki k dnešnímu dni, ve všech případech byla skutečná spravedlnost na straně ABB, a je téměř zcela nespravedlivý systém, který to potíral... Ještě štěstí, že ve volbách zvítězil Lenin - "za pobělohorské doby... Ta židovská otázka, na kterou jste se v lese zbytečně na světlo... Geneticky jsou stejně většinou češi konvertovaní symbióze a je dobré, že oni se svým židovstvím nepyšní, tak je netahejte a i protest ABB proti Prague Pride byl spravedlivý, ale zatím neúspěšný)

(And if you, guerilla, pretend to be Knight Templar, please be a Knight and righteous and avoid collateral damage as much as possible... (Since they were not innocent civilians but dangerous fanaticism soldiers causing loss of lives, attacking them was not a terrorism but a guerilla...) How large "collateral damage" did US fight against terrorists in Mosul?)

Well, the Norway is a Viking nation... In our lamb-nation of Czechia, our ABB Adam B. Bartoš just cultivately stands and wisely speaks, a national advocate, and is a prime example of judicial system injustice... It's very often better to use soft means of fight as much as possible!

(I give a prime example of injustice against Mr. David Duke, whom I consider the most Honest and Fair man on Western Hemisphere, a great Advocate of Humanity. If you see wikipedia description of David Duke, just by reading first short paragraph, you can clearly discern, that the following text was written by an evil liar and anti-human traitor, and by these wicked and lying labels, which the author sticks on it's subject, you can easily recognize, that the text is not unbiased, but full of hateful slanders...)

( 2019-01-09 .. 2019-02-02 22:03 CEST ) 24
There is also some talk about IT and ciphers, not much spiritual, just I acknowledged the IT-oriented questions, showing something what J.Assange taught me, for ex. how to use a Forum for a TimeStamp, chaining hashes to make a single number TimeStamp of multiple terabytes of data, and talk about why he is really guarded at that embassy... (Did you also notice, that police arround that embassy does not imprison him, but watches out into people to protect him from harm?)

There is a note about Meyer Lansky, and the Crime Syndicate Mafia... (I do not know, how to solve this problem... Just that the governments must get rid of their influence first and foremost...)

There is a lot of talk about Huawei and the Princess Huawei case... (there is a trade war currently happening, and smear-campaign is dirty...) (she is "Princess Huawei", because she is daughter of it's founder) (On the other hand, Chinese are competitors, and making people unspiritual.)

A note about 5G technology - ask strongly the price of this technology soon enough, before it will be mass-produced... Is that frequency safe? Because if it is not safe, it is very important question to be asked sooner than too late! This is a Planet of Life, or Planet of People, not a Planet of Machines... If there is conflict, the People should win! If it was established by God or by UFO, they need not soul-less machines, they ultimatively can have other planets with these and more advanced already, but here it is a Planet for Life and machines are just helping us tending this Garden.

And a note about RoundUp (glyphosate) - killing oceans, the lungs of planet!

Need to note, that CPS (Child Protection Services, CFS in Canada, Barnevernet in Norway) are worst of Gangsters! (Is there an english word "Hyænism"?)

There is somehow (not enough) mentioned, how evil are the venomous snake traitors "Democrats", namely C.S. (D. Wall Street) and N.P. (D. Commiefornica), blocking Congress to prevent border protection against inflow of illegal immigrants to elect them by election frauds, which is their main reason, and are blackmailling by subsistence of state workers! It was a fault to tolerate various vote frauds in last mid-terms! (A note about famous "45 communist goals" - not communists, but zionists.)

Venezuela is prime example of foreign policy meddling and a gangster robbery perpetrated by foreign banks. Stop using those gangster banks, find safer ones. Americans are very last ones who can accuse anyone of foreign meddling. But Maduro did not endure as well as heroic Cubans and is a disgrace of Socialism, nevertheless this does not warrant foreign meddling... All who recognized Guaido without any presidential elections are gangsters and puppets of The Evil Lords, and "Democracy" in their mouth is just an empty populist slogan...

There is a note about Legends, that they widely program society and humankind... Make wise and good Legends, not Thrillers!

(A side note: my father is a sci-fi writer, his abbreviation or initials is SW, and first he wrote in 1970's a saga of Star Wars, where a peaceful galactic society (with trans-space travel vehicles) is attacked by Agri śi ant-like insects, very cruel invaders (the word "Aggressor" is quite poorly hidden in their name) And they are defeated by a Gurroa (which probably means "Spirit", not sure), a group of infants in baby-carriages with connected minds, with one man as brain origin, the others with telepatic implantates, who from those baby-carriages invent powers that can move planets and stars, and defeat those savage Aggressors... Otherwise, my father is ultra-pacifist atheist sci-fi writer, somehow naive stories... (But I disagree with his mocking of Angels.) Educated nuclear physicist, but worked in coal power-plant IT, now retired...)
There is a warning about Epidemiologists, Mrs. Baker joked about getting rid of white people, but unlike all thousands of Jewish trolls on twitter and their black stooges, this woman has a means in hands to accomplish that, by making a race-specific disease... They already acquired a DNA heritage data for research of race-specific medicaments... Epidemiology research should be guarded better than Nuclear Power Plants, it should be state-sponsored, and Medical Scientists from other countries should always guard others in watch groups...

For the good of Humanity, it is not a matter of Capitalist Competition, but of a Scientific Cooperation...

And recognize, that even 1% of them being Evil is dangerous, even if all the other 99% just diligently work for good...

(the name "Carol Baker" (King Baker) reminds of our fairy-tale about Golem, cz: "Císařův Pekař a Pekařův Císař" - Emperor's Baker and Baker's Emperor.)

(Also please remember the Legend "Pandora Box". It is very real, not only I did collect (information), they did collect too (samples)...)

About Marakesh and Mass Migration:
There is ABSOLUTELY NO RIGHT of mass migration. Above all other rights, there is home-right of a Nation and a Sovereignty. It was a Luciferian (and globalist jew) plan to exterminate light people. A mass migration is equivalent to weapons of mass destruction. And neither starvation or mass death is an argument to accept people from regions, where they harvest, what they planted...

A political dictator is not an argument either - it would be too easy for them to get rid of their surplus by letting them escape from a "dictator". It is not cruel, but while it is sad, it is inevitable...

The current Chernobyl (means "black weed") ecological catastrophe cannot continue indefinitely, and those, who accept them, are guilty too and to be swept away with them.

Read Revelation 9, most specifically 9:19, it is a Genetic Poison, and they do make most harm by this venom of genetically mixing all together. And yes, both weed and wheat are plants... It does not mean they are same...

First and foremost, the fertility explosion needs to be stopped, first try it softly, by contraception, by woman education. If it does not help, stronger measures will be needed, the planet is not infinite, and they are not desired, they are tolerated, unless they are harmful...

EU is totalitarian bolshevik union, it is Babylon of Gn11, building proud tower of confusion, it is the Beast of Rev 13... Reform it, so that it is again inter-national and not supra-national, respect our nations, languages and sovereignty, do not strive to mix us together, do not try to replace us with invaders, protect borders instead of obstructing defense, respect freedom of speech foremost, or we will be glad to escape that bondage by dissolving it. CETA as a burial of Democracy was enacted by evil deception, other betrayals follow. Babel means "mixing,confusion", it is not a history but a prophecy, and it will be dissolved because of language and nation unification. There is no Democracy in Union or culturally mixed lands...

Totalitarians and bolshevik Bureaucrats accuse the only Democrats of Populism, but "Populism" is same word as "Democracy" just in different language, while you only strive for a not-so-much-Elected Bureaucratic Tyranny...

There is a Proof of Fallability of Church Councils.
Master Jan Hus (died 1415) was a Saint, his spiritual being of dimension of centuries proves that, he died as a Martyr with Prayer on his lips, in the hands of a devilish council, while defending Faith against Decay. And the council and church did not recognize him as Saint...

And Francis is proof, that neither Pope cannot be infallible, he made a Blunder from all his Love above Reason, and served the Migrant plan of Luciferians... Not evil, but unwise, I hope...

There should be a Council authority above Pope, who is just a ceremonial speaker and blesser, a ceremonial Veto of blind-lane cases, but a Wise Collective is wiser than a single old man...

But any following Council also has Veto and Power to amend and change resolves of former Councils...

Because you all are human and you do not have infallible authority, antiquity councils were just on that antiquity level of humanity and if they made a Blunder, it must not be Eternal and Uncorrectable...

( 2019-01-09 .. 2019-02-02 22:03 CEST )
There is note about Ukraine Orthodox Church:
Every nation has a right to have it's own church...
If Yarovaya law (which I do not agree with) decided, that Moscow Orthodox church is connected with State Power, than in foreign land, it is agent of foreign state power and Ukraine has every right to reject it's authority.
Also it is a Karma for Krymea (which was a win of Direct Democracy, and a Karma for Maidan, and it is fait-acompli too...
I wish good luck to Krymean people in Russia...)
The schisma from Moscow against Constantinople is not just.
The State power does not have right to demolish churches, those belong to History and Future. But the State power can decide, which Administration can serve in those Churches, people can choose, if they will to go there, and Priests may decide, if they want to serve the people and God under the Administration prescribed by state law... A freedom of choice...
(Unless Ukrainian people protest by walkout, the Ukraine Church is valid...
But for a government, it would be unwise to let people make a protest walkout from churches and turn unspiritual... If there is agreement between parishioners (people) and state, the Ecclesia should admit it, more so if it is just a swap of one wise pious men with other wise pious men on the top of a hierarchy and not a marxist atheist replacement...)
(And still Russian people in Ukraine deserve having Russian priests! State should not oppress ethnic minority by forcing it under other-ethnic priests, regardless of tops of hierarchy being thus or that...)
We in the West better have free choice in Religion and Ecclesia and not having it ordained from state political level!
But if Ukraine and Poroshenko makes bad deeds in it's Church, (like LGBT support) it will show, that it was not righteous...

Also - Ukraine is two nations in one state, and that is not healthy.
We in Czecho-Slovakia can teach you a peaceful divorce for the good of both sides... In Ukraine, it is not righteous, if western Ukrainians oppress the Donbas Russians, and neither the other way... Only good solution to all these indecision to oppressed Russians of Donbas and possibly wider regions of the East, where there is a Russian majority...
Donbas cannot be absorbed into Russia, because Russia needs a buffer state between it and pro-European countries, the wider that separation region, the better... Was there a referendum on Donbas? I think I remember it...
The Russians of Donbas made clear democratic self-determination, and are vindicated by cruel oppression from other ethnic...
(a referendum of secession cannot win 51:49, but if it has more than 66% (2/3), it should be constitutionally binding... We call it Constitutional Majority in our country parliamentary system and only this has mandate to amend or modify Constitution...)

And I do not see that much problem, if western Ukrainians want to expel Russian markethouse (recently happened), that is "Protectionism", but much graver problem is oppressing Russian-speaking citizens of own country by forbiding them use their own language or have their schools...
(But after all, the protest against an undesired markethouse should better take form of placing a warning sign in front of it, so that people can voluntarily decide, if they want to support those foreigners, and including shaming but not violence of customers by fellow citizens, but not punishing fellows for their decission with which you disagree...
Which is common, not only Ukraine, other countries may like to protect against other foreigners, and this way it does not limit freedom of anyone, it just informs people, who they support and help by buying their commodities.
Which is also common for China - do you really want to help China grow and your local crafts dwindle by buying cheap chinese commodities?

To be fair, placing a signboard in front of a house with title "dispute" and allowing free writing on it instead of damaging the markethouse is quite fair - and it should be used on allegedly-desinformation web-sites including mainstream ones, to have a mandatory visible link to a site, where it is possible to dispute their content (overall and per-article), out of their control to erase disagreement voices...)

(Disqus is problem, that it uses incompatible javascripts, not archived by archive.org and that they may decide to erase opponent discussions, as they did to all readers of Alex Jones, including disagreement voices... Erasing someone's discussion by a storage provider should be considered a theft and legally protected, and if they do not want to Host it, they must at least surrender the talk to the original site provider for hosting it elsewhere.)

(2019-01-09 .. 2019-02-02 22:03 CEST)
And no, I do not vindicate Poroshenko or "Pravy Sektor", and least of all the gangsters like Kolomoyskiy with private armies...
They can march as they like, celebrate heroes as they like, if they have no better ones, to march with torches or candles you go to cast shine on something and not to commit violence or arson, they may call for unity, but they may NOT assault citizens who do not unite with them, they may NOT assault compatriots of other ethnicity (russians) or attack foreign states or accuse them with lies...
Let's see, how elections will come, if they will be free enough, let the majority of people speak, what do they think about that?

(Last time - Kerch strait incident - Russia was just, Ukraine made an unjust provocation... Media of the West, please stop lying about that!)
(Ukrainians are so often lying that it's hard to believe them anything...)

(Also Catalonia should note, that taxes are not a reason to break away from federation, and Spain please let Catalanions decide in referendum, and if there is a clear-cut majority (66% or more), they should be allowed to leave, and mutual financial support would be accounted at Union level anyway. Because oppression and state violence IS a reason for separation.)

-------
I have not found any guilt on current Russians, beside Yarovaya law (I did not read it, only a wikipedia page), to forbid home spirituality is not just... I admit, that while unifying nation after a bolshevik totality it may be needed for some time... The oppression of citizens and non-freedom of speech is a sad consequence of multi-culturalism, having many muslims and various opposing groups requires to constrict freedom somehow... I'm glad to live in mono-cultural country without muslims, fanatics and africans, so that our freedom here is much broader.

Yes, please, train your army for defense, it is an assurance of peace. Selling gas to Europe - you Russians then need a stable customer without a chaos, not wanting to wage war against us to break the customer bond, and also Germany is thus forced not to cut the branch, on which it is sitting... An insurance of peaces... (cz: Pojistky mírů)

(USA blackmailing Germany about Nord Stream 2 is gangsterism!)

Defending Assad was very righteous and good deed, indeed... Formerly Georgia, good to make peace there and not occupying them indefinitely... Then Ukraine and Donbas, it's righteous to support foreign compatriots, Russians of Donbas... Krym was a victory of direct democracy, people have spoken decisively...

What is a problem of giving or selling Iturup & Kunashir (Kurill) to Japan? I do not know, it's far from here in Europe... Just looking at map, if there are no mineral deposits?, from military point, Japan is not much threat, base on Sakhalin instead of Iturup is no difference, and even if giving or selling them land, they'll have to pay people resettling and for the infrastructure built there since ww2... To resettle 14,000 people one island away is not much grave? I do not know. Just for Duma to consider.

I disagree with Moscow Patriarchate making schisma against Constantinople. If Russian Orthodox is connected with State, then Ukraine has every right to want it's own national church, same as you forbid american ecclesia preachers (Jehovah Witnesses or others) in your land...
(I do not know much details about Ukraine Orthodox behaviour among people though... (I didn't like them posting lies here on one alt-media...)
But Mr. Poroshenko exposing himself with the Orthodox church is similar to Mr. Putin exposing with Russian Orthodox church, and it is righteous after all... And it is more righteous, if it is sincere and not a political deception, though!)

While freedom of religion means not forbidding creeds like muslims or jews, it does not force the President to not declare clearly, what he prefers and defends. Something you merely tolerate, but something else you prefer.
It's good to be enemy of no-one, while clearly standing on a good side...
I'm not sure anyone would like to have that menace at home, but killing them all is not righteous either, and releasing them all over the world to continue jihad here and there is not righteous toward other nations.

Please, CIA and Israel, better think in advance, before you release such a menace as these jihadists, a gin from a bottle...!

Beside that - Muslims, please understand, that "Muslim" or "Islam" means someone "causing peace" from the word "shalom" or "salam". You were deceived by the Wrong, that you should stir wars or terror. Even if you take Koran as unfallible (which I doubt), then the other interpreters were wrong later, and medieval time is over and past...

Anyone waging attack war (not merely defensive) is not Muslim, he is a Heretic and comes from Devil instead. Do not await a heavenly reward...

Yemen war is very unjust from Sauds. Mandate term of former president already expired. Please, stop this war and make new elections there, let's see, who the people really support... And if Americans and Europe support Sauds, then Iran has every right to support Yemen same way... Sauds are terrorists in this conflict, not the other way... Do not accuse Iran of supporting terrorists, if it merely supports righteous enemies and victims of Israel, even not that much as USAID supports enemies and victims of others...

You in Iran, stop stirring people fanatic in hatred against Israel and USA. You are right, that they are bad and evil. But not completely bad and evil, many people in USA and some in Israel are righteous too, the State of Israel is fait-accompli and you will not wipe them out, there is not a place on this planet, where you could deport them... Defend bravely, but do not attack... (I don't see much other error in Iran, but media coverage of it is very sparse here, so I do not know... Inducing women to wear a nice coloured scarf is not much oppression, they even may look nicer with it, sun is hot there and it shades, and it is not a Burka...)

Europe and other righteous nations, please support Iran. Sanctions do not stop them from military production, it only harms innocent citizens, and you have no right to push a regime change by meddling in foreign country this way by hurting the citizens... (Waging war, including economic one, against civilians is a war crime...) (USA in relation to Iran is just a pug (doggie) of Israel & A-I PAC...)

---------

There are notes about Anonymous movement and a collective hive-mind... (I'm one of participants sometimes too...) A collective de-personalized mind of some 200 people round-the-clock... (and the more one sits by the computer, the more weight he has, so the random passers-by are not heavy-weight there...) While it is not exactly balanced, still it's quite diverse from rightwing to leftwing, from pagans to christians... When there is Absolute Liberty, beside Truth you will find there a lot of Hoaxes, pranks, lies and insults, but after some time you can learn to recognize it.)

There is about Advertisements... (If you do not buy rationally, the cities are full of optical and symbol dirt, and if you buy over internet, your web-pages are spoiled with Ads, because all society needs, that you participate and make livelihood for merchants and industry... Then better decide, who do you support by buying his goods...)

About Russia (not mentioned in text) - why has your First Channel foreign western advertisements?! (or does it still? it had them in 2015)

There is about Drugs. Chemical drugs (white powders and injections) are evil and make vampires of people. These should not be legalized! And even more problem is with the drug-bussiness (traficking) and crime...

Afghanistan distributing Heroin is Population Weapon against Civilians... And it is probably not distributed by towel-head nomads, or what are there the NATO soldiers for, if they do not guard that...?!
There is some apology and some warning about Cannabis, which is natural, THC is present in human brain normally, it can be used as medical cannabis because body knows it, but hemp smoking adds it in unnatural levels, so it can enlarge neuron paths, but actually it blunts them (making apathetic) (The psychiatrists have wrong nonsense in their text-book, two of them said me precisely same long sentence, which is a nonsense. They have experience only with the ruin wreckage that comes to their hands, but no experience with the 99% of the rest... I have both a personal experience and a 1000-people sample investigated from narrow and discreetly and some in time evolving...) So while a lounger's brain is not a pity to be spoiled, and with hemp they are even less harmful than with alcohol, there is not much problem, but Intelligent brain is spoiled... The hemp is neural amplifier (or allows traffic to astral world of un-consciousness), but it highly depends, what man amplifies, what and where he did just before that... Amplifying daemonic clubs causes one to be torn out by daemons (paranoia)... One should better smoke in nature, abstain from all TV, not drink alcohol before or beside smoking (possibly afterwards to slowdown), and possibly not be in hellish clubs and/or not on chaotic city streets... Hemp smokers less reproduce, they are not much able to care about family. Women only very seldom smoke hemp - don't you feel, how it stinks ?! (But some try it as a vaccination, they are usually quite sick (feel very lousy) from it and never try it again...) Also, from hemp-smokers, some are Shamans, and Angels may elect some to be a Prophet... But many Shamans just end being mere junkies... CBD (and partially THC) is a medicine, not a drug, if used cold... IF the cannabis will be legalized (as there is pressure, as Canada already legalazed it for recreation), it cannot be sold on streets in tobacconist shops, visible to children, visible to cameras... Either the state will distribute it to hemp-smoker dealers, who will be dirty and ragged, so that everyone sees, what it does of man, and they can smuggle it silently to all their smoker friends, (and account the price to distributor on retrieval, not of individual retail) but should be punished, if they are seen to offer it to clean people or in front of schools, or better the Amsterdam approach, that there are "Coffee shops", the normal café (coffee bar), you can come in just for coffee or drink, but everyone (not children) knows what they are for, and you can discretely ask the barman to sell you hemp, so he pulls out the swatch (example plate) from below the bar, you choose, buy, all discretely... If caught on camera on street - was going to coffee... If someone enters it randomly and not intentionally, he does not ask for that and it is not offered to him in vain... No spoiling of children, the barman will not sell it to anyone, who he does not want to sell it, he should explain women to avoid that, must not sell it to underage minors (no ID-card checking, just by look) etc. Also in Amsterdam, I didn't see smokers on the streets... They did not obstruct anyone, there was just no persecution or repression... As a farmer, few plants are not a crime... As a street-man, having a palm-full (or 1-3 grams?) of hemp is not a crime... A car or luggage full of hemp is bussiness and should be controlled or punished... For white-powder drugs - small amount means detoxication is needed (or immitation (surrogate) drug therapy), but multiple doses on street or in club at once means it is a dealer and it should be stopped rigorously, and a luggage full of white-powder drug (pervitin,heroin), mostly if caught in foreigner hands,is almost a terrorism. (a population weapon) There really is a difference between natural and evil chemical drugs... ------ Not mentioned in Text, but on my web-page, that Russian approach to LGBT is righteous - you must forbid spoiling children, allow no public exposure. Let perverse feel ashamed in private (there is no Pride about that) and let them not spoil our children... (cz: Perverzní ať se stydí v soukromí a ať nekazi naše děti.) State should not control or peer into private bedrooms...
"Drag Queen" (transsexual) is a caricature and insult of woman! and deception of men, while it could be tolerated, it's not much fair, and they cannot compete within women category neither in sports nor in beauty contests...

"Drag Story Hour" is a crime of spoiling unfamiliar (not own) children by someone who rejected choice of having own children, and it should be forbidden!

That sins are performed by Mind, by Word, and by Deed (from catholicism).
And this way all Wars are started, first Thinking about partner as enemy, then by Propaganda talk, and then Shooting deeds...
It needs to be controlled and rejected first and foremost in own Mind...

Brexit - haven't you agreed yet? Negotiate more... Don't let EU gangsters blackmail you...

There are other replies to questions from RT archive.is/IaXmi

Maria Butina should be released... Not her fault to be feminine and admire strong men, and responsible Man of Power should not listen to whisper of a lover wife, she can whisper to them what she likes, it's not a crime of her.

To caress someone is not a crime...
Also, the nude parts of the woman body are an invite: caress me here and see, what I will do, reject or accept...
But repeated rejected gropping is harassment...
It is unjust harassment against men, if the woman is indecently clothed, exposing too much of her beauty and tormenting men by desire...
(while it cannot be forbidden, it is not fair...)
(and it can be rejected on workplace, so that men work and not admire women)

#metoo are dangerous fanatics, and it steals good Love from Women and Men...

"Wolf whistling" - man has every right to whistle as he likes, it does not hurt anyone, it's just an appreciation of woman beauty...
If the woman does not want to be appreciated by random men, then she should not expose her beauty too much to random men...

A note about Obamacare - the Medical Insurance is needed, but it must be paired with state regulation of prices, otherwise the pharma and medical industry pulls too much money from people and it becomes great burden on them.
(Here in Czech republic, the Medical Insurance system is ballanced well. Common prices, how much insurance pays to doctors or pharmacy, is published by Ministry of Health ordinance, and Unions of doctors, insurance companies and pharmacists negotiate prices with State...)

Russian cosmic program - possibly great, but where are your publicly accessible data? In english language, because scientific community from all over the world works in english...
(While I'm great defender of local languages for life and poetry, the science cooperation is world-wide in common english...)

Weapons - no one should deprive NRA and american shooters of their weapons, they defend whole world against tyranny of Totalitarian Monopol...
(By a mere fact or fear of Tyrants, that they may arise in revolt...)
But one big problem of USA is "armed nigger" or "armed idiot" (statistics show that!), and NRA (not State) should give Licenses to possess Arms...
(not by a skin color, but by IQ and absence of mental illness...)
(In our country, it is comparably difficult or easier to get arms license, than it is to get a car-driver license...)

Opened knife in hand on street is weapon like aiming a gun at someone, it can be considered an attack in state of preparation, unless it can be sufficiently explained otherwise. A knife shorter than palm-wide is not a dangerous weapon.
Knife in luggage, at home or garden or in forest, is a tool and not arm...

Nuclear weapon treaties should always be Actualized and Amended as needed, never Cancelled...

A nuclear power plant staff may never hold strike, unless they first shutdown the danger safely... Nuclear power plant staff walking out in strike while power-station is running are terrorists...
Also Nuclear power plant staff must not follow wrong (dangerous) orders, even if Minister of Energetics or President personally commands them.
(That's what happened in Chernobyl... Some politician called to make an error, one shift rejected, but evening shift fulfilled that...)
If there is any dispute between Nuclear Power Plant staff and Ministry of Energetics, Institute of Nuclear Safety (or IAEA?) will decide, who was right.
There is a note about **vaccination** (as I work for a medical company and I do understand vaccination schedules administratively), that some of them is dangerous and causes side-effects like allergies, that scientific dissent is suppressed, and that we need statistical population-wide samples of unvaccinated people to compare various side-effects.

A vaccine younger than 20 years is experimental and should be voluntary! (20 years, because it can have side-effects on fertility) (Rash flu vaccines are dangerous, that they are not tested well, and one year they can make a blunder or dirty-trick...)

There is a wide-spread dangerous lie, that all population must be vaccinated, and draconic punishments for those who refuse. The real reason for this is, so that there are no control samples of unvaccinated people! And pharma has profits selling people pills to remedy the side-effects, like allergies, pneumonia, ear infections etc... (Vaccination is programming of immune system, allergy is fault of immune system, and not seeing connection is suspicious, but it has already been confirmed statistically, that there is a connection!)

http://pialpha.cz/vaccines.html

Autism is mostly problem in USA, because their one central CDC is corrupted. We are lucky in Europe to have each state it's own independent National Medical Institute and it is harder to corrupt them all... (A sudden development of autism after vaccination IS caused by vaccination) (While I don't say "avoid all vaccines", but instead - let's have unvaccinated samples in population (they risk!) and detect in statistics, which of those vaccines or schemes is bad and harmful, it's not all of them, probably... And most of all, scientific dissent must not be violently suppressed, as happened recently in Italy, where they detected heavy metals in vaccines! There's alluminium, to strengthen the effect, probably needed - I do not know, but I know that there should not be heavy metal impurities for this purpose!) (Remember, that capitalist economic interest of Pharmacy company is not Health of people, but people being Ill while not suing them !)

There is a note about **CO2 climatic bussiness.** My Informed Opinion is, that CO2 does not cause any much warming, but instead Soot, Dust and Deserts do... And Paris Climate Accord this year raised price of electricity by 20% here, with target of pulling $100e9 (didn't I mistake that number?) from poor and middle-class people for vain bussiness profits... Drying is a problem, not Warming, and Drying is probably not caused that much by Warming, but by condensation nuclei in air and soon rains?? (I am an amateur in climatology beside solar physics, it is well Informed.) (Otherwise, see for ex. "NoTricksZone" and "Tallbloke Talkshop" websites for scientific dissent against main-stream climatic propaganda...)

Over this and other political lies (see page 567 in my first book) there is a whip to drive out mercenaries of merchants from the Temples of Information, which should be Media, by removing Blind Trust of people...

While I just scorn at Integrity Initiative mercenary propaganda, but there is a very strong warning against dangerous NewsGuard beast, you (NG) will not push unsubstantiated slanders and lies by force into people! I give CNN as an example of most unfair media, and NYT+WaPo+ as warmongers.

My thanks go both to brave Covington Catholics and to the Native Shaman, who helped to expose many of those Media Liars and Enemies of the People!

...
There is about capital punishment (Death Sentence), for ex. that Chinese "Jack the Ripper" with 11 murders and rapes, youngest was 8 years, (ie. repeated murderer spreading terror)
he is a sadist, and not only death sentence, but he should be few minutes or 1 hour cutted by knife, if he was murdering by knife. As a prevention...

A guerilla partysan, Charlie Hebdo avenger, Breivik, Heydrich murder, can be punished by prison or shot honestly by the wall, but his family should be punished economically, in Israel they demolish it's house... As a prevention, so that he does not lightly sacrifice himself to do the guerilla warfare...
Muslim terrorist should be smeared by or mixed with pig blood...! Christian terrorist (is it possible?) should be ritually cursed... (their religious beliefs should not be granted, if they misused the religion in crooked way, and they should not await heavenly reward)

If someone just kills in affect, should be imprisoned but not executed, he just did not control his deeds...
Someone merely killing by error should not be punished for that long...

-------------

Woman access to temple in India - Traditions should be kept and defended, and civil marxist judge court cannot destroy like Maoists the local culture, and count of demanding women is not an argument to allow it, it is just an argument against the Propaganda, that stirred them...
If it is men's club that Church, those men can decide, who they invite, there is no freedom to intrude somewhere, where you were not invited...
Men - can you relinquish that tradition? Dressed woman is not much problem...
Muslim fanatics targeting Christian woman on Blasphemy is a lot different... They do not own the World and it is not their Club and they may not force others (namely not People of the Book) to obey their bad laws...

"Gender equality" is a dangerous Lie. We are not equal. We are complementary. **

There is warning against WWIII and Luciferian plan - saying: let Muslims and Zionists mutually destroy, let Christians reject christianity and establish world-wide openly Luciferian NWO.... Beware of that...
(Albert Pike chief freemason luciferian planned this, possibly other too...)

There is another Legend of Three Kings and the Fourth somehow explained...
And there is a strong Key to recognize all current Media liars and mercenaries and please, whip them out from those Temples of Information (Media) by your (people's) Distrust... (in my first book, page 567 and it is in English to assure exact wording...) Don't trust blindly...
And compare more viewpoints, the Truth is always plastic 3D (or rather 4D with a time axis), and single viewpoint makes it flat...

Beside else, I give RT as an example of most honest, objective and balanced media on the West or on the Planet now...

There is often a note about Splinter and Beam (Mt7:3), (cz: "Tříska a Trám", or T&T - which is π PI with & AND in middle), for example that those, who most often meddle in foreign elections, most cry about election meddled, that war hawks most cry about opponent arming, the anti-defamation league is most grave defamator itself and SPLC is a hate-group, gravest racists (jews and blacks) most accuse of supremacism, the gravest desinformators accuse of "fake news" etc... You often can recognize intentions of someone by seeing, what does he mostly accuse others of...
It is encoded biologically, since men and women have stereotypical faults, and they hate these faults or caprices on counterparts, but since the opposite gender does not have the most hated faults, it not only does not prevent good relation, but it is a key to select propper opposite gender naturally, because the beloved one does not have any grave faults and the rest is tolerable...

A note about (jews?) stealing Olympic Games and their fairness is already in my first book. McLaren report tread all principles of Justice, mostly "audi alteram partem" and "Collective guilt", Rodchenko and Fogel liars, some Samuel Schmid has been reading the verdict for Korea games. New cold war... Any medal from the Games, where some nation has been politically excluded, is invalid, all have been gained by political dopping... All Nations, protest!

There is a note about Free Sport - Frisbee...
While starting this winter work, our local rabbi (actually a priest in evangelical husite church, but with gray beard and speaking hebrew, as I once evidenced outside of the normal church activity) uttered about "third candle is pink" (it was third advent sunday)... And I do know a living saint, a woman, who is something like an Albus Dumbledore from Harry Potter serie, but in the skirt... (Built an Academy for teaching spiritual teachers and therapists) And she can tell you, how to do mystical christianity and tend good children in a spiritual way. (modern Anthroposophy) If you come to ask sooner than she dies, she is somehow arround 70, I'm not sure... (she lectures in czech and german languages, I'm not sure about english, and she is well known even in Dornach) (Since you will probably recognize, that some of christian songs are not actual now, as were while waiting for the Lamb... But you must not abandon the Christianity or Spirituality, the Jesus Christ was, is and always will be, you are just not awaiting His next comming now - see J16:10...) (Or continue awaiting the Comming of the Lamb as you like, but do not be disappointed to wait indefinitely or infinitely...)

To the evangelicals, American foremost, I would like to say, that to revere beside God and Christ also Mary and Saints is not decadent, and also to appreciate Sun, mother Earth or Angels and even the light of knowledge may be righteous, if you do not forget the true God and place them in front of Him... (These are not in a cathegory of wooden, stone or electronic idols, and even if it is a statue, you understand that it only represents the Spirit...) Don't be so haughty to think you are second only to God (read Ez1,Rev4). Don't be so evil to think all other are diabolic, if they do not follow your crooked doctrine... Crooked is, that you do not need to strive to be good and will have automatically forgiven any sins only by trust in God and Christ, while having in contempt all brothers and committing sins not repenting them... Read Mk2:4-5, they were very striving and longing for atonement, and so he was cured from the bondage of sin to allow him to be better...

Your 5 solas come from Illuminati (Alumbrados,Luciferians) and Kabbalists like Isaac Luria and are an evil deception... Consider, that Antichrist is not just not-so-good christians, but to be outright anti-christian, including sects and cults who contempt, vilify and fight other christians... Foremost, Antichrist is named Judas and it is Judaism, and it is already few decades ruling the world and many worship it...

J8:7-11 ... who is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her ... And they ... went out ... beginning at the eldest ... Jesus ... said unto her: Where are thine accusers? Has no man condemned thee? She said: No man, Lord. And Jesus said unto her: Neither do I condemn thee: go, and sin no more.

Older foremost already know, that no one is without sin, it is an experience. And Lord Jesus said her: I do not condemn you, go and sin no more. You cannot exclude the second part, he did not say: "go and commit more sins".

Mt9:12-13 Jesus ... said unto them: The wholesome need not a physician, but they that are sick. Go and learn what it means: I intend mercy, not killing...

You cure the sins by mercy, not by killing the ill one. You should not let them rot in sins or even praise those sins. But it is hard to help the unwilling, you may not force them to be righteous, but you can offer them a better path... Sola Fide and Sola Gratia are deceptions of Kabbalists and Luciferians...

Specifically I need to say, that you should NOT trust anything signed with this name P.A.Semi on Internet... Anyone can forge it and dispatch blunders in my name, and I myself can make errors, as I often do. I did not write almost anything from other IP address (I have a contract for this fixed IP address as needed for access to my work computer, and I use one other IP address, stable but not contracted, as a reserve one, which is my father's connection within O2 network). Until now, I have not been compelle or intentionally influenced, but it may be easy to compel or spoil me later, so if it is in contrast with former writing, it has been compelle, unless clearly explained. So even less Trust me in Future than this writing... While I don't intend to shut my mouth myself and I collected some bijoux (not much precious jewels) from Internet and wanted to distribute it later... Just do not consider me infallible to trust it blindly...

( 2019-01-09 .. 2019-02-02 22:03 CEST )
If anyone is in doubt, whether I have written something, you may come to ask me, I store all I've written and it's on time-stamped hashed printscreens and catalogues... Anything hand-written by me is timestamped with a date, I evolve and old writings were in more blunder... Even if I could back-date a timestamp, if it was not photographed and catalogued here, it is not valid... If I did not include timestamp on something hand-written, I did not consider it any important... (If I have written something and not stored it here, it was mere prank, I'm not sure to remember any such, but it's possible...)

Just as a coincidence, I have now two active computers here at home (others I switch on only occasionally, parents moved to Prague with theirs) This work was written on computer Uranus (which in greek means "Heaven", but it was named after the planet, as I investigate planets and I had Neptun notebook already), and in the wardrobe heats a small computer Pluto (which in greek means "Hell"), and it is a trap for hackers, there are web-servers redirected from this IP address, but they are only accessed by random hacker scripts, with very occasional exceptions if I sent something to someone personally as URL... And I happen to live just a little above the region named Czech Paradise (Český Ráj). No muslims here, very calm place. (I didn't choose this region voluntarily, my parents moved here from Prague and I moved here some time later from the double Eagle-River region also)

I think the fairy-tale of "seven ravens" is somehow about this task, and I didn't finish the last "wing" of the Bible translation, (have been warned not to speak about it also by Tolkien, and I believed this (Bible OT) is The One Ring which ruled them all...) not because of this fairy tale, but I didn't wait any longer, and I became quite disgusted by jews in 2017 to continue translating, but made some proof-reading and correcting some translations in summer 2018 and later in september 2018 returning for first part of Josue (Saviour) book. And I came to kiss the sleeping princess... The fairy tale about Golem and Shem is precisely about this, but I have been warned by J.Werich not to be like the proud prince in "Sůl nad zlato" fairy tale, it's quite ugly actually... (But I believe the "Salt above Gold" are statistic data from various collections, in which you can understand the problems, like medical or societal statistics... Maybe this interpretation is too much mundane? Maybe that "Salt" is rather sincerity and spirituality in life...? I'd better go ask that wise old woman who I know...) (I came to ask and she explained to me, that it refers to sentence in Mt5:13 "You are the salt of the Earth" and it is about Spiritual People...)

Note about quality of my text on Pirate Forum (the second book) : It was written in Haste, making mostly only grammar correction and underlining some words, I erased from the text only that, what I considered harmful, but did not erase parts, that are merely vain... Most of it was written over one week, with some parts before and some after, I just delayed the text from 23-24 december until 1st january and made very minor corrections... Once posted into forum, it could not be corrected or striken-out on the other day... About a 1.5 Mb of fresh plaintext, not a copy-paste from former texts. Consider, that I did not have time to lookup sources to make the text properly sourced, most of it's central part is just written from head from memory, while the trailing part is better sourced, but upon request I may lookup and supply, what I've read before to convince me to write it such... (I saved almost all I've read, either MHT files or print-screens or both, but to search in print-screens is a long task, if you do not know date, my own OCR to read the screens to index them is pending, there is cca 50k screens per year last time, I just press PrintScreen key, it beeps and stores a PNG file)

Only in middle of that writing I realized the weight of responsibility, and if I knew it in advance, I would not dare to write it thus... The form is ugly, but a large book with typesetting and formatting and pictures I did enough formerly and it didn't work as intended...

The writing (cz) was finished with two posts on 2019-01-21, last on 12:02 UTC, not only because of the wolf-moon, but the multiplication of four quadratures on that day with two peaks made another Astrological Lamb constellation... If it is of any interest, during a meteor strike into the wolf moon, I've been checking a sentence about Ignatius Loyola of Alumbrados... So I've checked it again and it was probably a blunder? Not sure now... First quad I missed almost by an hour, but rather I finished proof-reading, the second one I missed by seven minutes, but rather added that sentence about a family... There was not much time to prepare for it better...

( 2019-01-09 .. 2019-02-02 22:03 CEST )
I have written the text (quite in haste) and it is probably complete...
Possibly to be supplemented with errata...
(I wanted to close it by 2019-01-02, then at least on Three Kings 2019-01-06,
finally it was concluded on 2019-01-21 and now just writing this abstract...
It will be probable sent again on morning of 2nd February...)

**
I'm now asking the RT crew, if you someone can read this mail and refer
about it to Mr. Putin in some abbreviation of your choice...
(it really is an exception and it is an important text...)
I'm now asking Mr. Putin, пожалуйста, if you can please make telephone call
to Mr. Trump (and possibly to Mr. J.R.($£€))? and to agree together,
what to do with it...
I'll wait some time for your decision, you are responsible for maintaining
peace and wellbeing of your nations...
I am not commanding anything, but I offer explanations and an authority,
by which it is possible to be accepted by (aggrieved) american conservatives,
(or yet unwise european christians helping witlessly our destruction),
a solution of a compromise with evil because nothing else seems possible,
that they would not like to admit otherwise...

If I will not know about any reaction or email back, I'll try to dispatch
this from below slowly among people...
(because I am concerned with expelling Africans from Europe, beside else...)
Now at this time, it's written publicly in a Forum and only few people
know about it (when they discussed with me, I replied, but then the large
part is written like a "wallpaper", so that they do not read it in advance,
some of them did anyway, not much yet), and there is no panic about this yet.

I expect to see any reaction, either from Media, or at least an email
from RT crew journalists to explain me they cannot forward it, or from
presidential office, that I should not bother Mr. Putin with this...
Or if I am just too naive, can you please shortly explain it to me?

-------
Best regards
and may the God be with you
P.A.Semi - πα½

------- Original Message -------
Subject: Whistleblow!
Date: Sat, 08 Sep 2018 17:01:11 +0100
From: P.A.Semi <semi@pialpha.cz>
To: press@rttv.ru, pr@yandex-team.ru

Здравствуйте.
Hello.

Can you please store the attached image and send it to some Honest
man in Russia?
It is ultimately needed, that a copy of this image is outside of
Western jurisdiction,
and I do not have a better contact...

Can you also save a copy of web-page http://pialpha.cz
namely file http://pialpha.cz/Dalsi_List_ver11c.zip -- note190113: this version is obsolette!
I expect it not in a language, which you understand?
(It is my book and it is (will be) historical, but I expect to be
silenced soon...)

Best regards
P.A.Semi - πα½

-------
Note to anyone on the West, who would like to accuse me of cooperating with Russians: I have sent this letter to RT on
September 2018 for the sake of safety of me and my nation, so that it is outside of Western Jurisdiction and worthless to
erase it here, and then sent the similar or longer exlanation below the nose of FBI & Israel on 4chan, and to at least
9 western AltMedia, either by email or by submission to a web-page, and NONE of them replied or dared to publish this
(or am I blocked by Google and no one received it?), only RT replied, whom I considered most honest from the beginning,
least with that Tarot article... and they seem to be the only way to spread this message for the Good of Humanity...
Pictorial supplement

[Image of a card or page with text and images]

A message came from Russia, three days after I sent them that plan list:
https://vk.com/doc19364

The cards on the image literally read:

> No more lies, no more manipulation, I know your plans.

Note: The Magic card in middle of the 'plan' behind placed over 911 card, note the 'reverse' (I典礼 card beside, if it has any meaning?)

I think I need to resign from the committee.

Well, I don't know if it's going to happen, but if it does, I'll be happy to resign.

Note: There's a coincidence here: there's a picture of a card that reads 'reverse', which is a little worrisome.

> Trump on 911. You will find out who really knocked down world trade center.

Yes, please, model Trump, many of us already know the power, most of which are not real...

[Additional text and images]
I have selected this image on a front-cover of my Book... (Not only because this was the first and most investigated in my astrodynamic research...) It is a trajectory of bary-center of Earth and Venus planets. It slowly rotates clockwise. I call it "Vault of Earth Trajectory" (cz: "Klenba Dráhy Země"), because it stabilizes Earth orbit irregularities caused by large planets, and I consider it one of signs of Intelligent Design of Solar System...
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